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The world Alice discovers when
she steps through the mirror in

Lewis Carroll’s classic tale is full of

surprises. Alice finds unusual ob-

jects, unfamiliar situations, and
distinctive characters — in short,

all the things students found at

NCSSM. For the North Carolina

School of Science and Math in

1991 was in many ways a real-life

version of the delightfully topsy-

turvy country Alice explored.

Coming to S&M from schools across

the state was an adventure to be
remembered forever. Because of

the intensity of NCSSM, students

were set apart from the rest of the

world and lived in an alternate

reality full of ideas and close

friendships. At NCSSM it was pos-

sible to have sky-high dreams
and goals.

Soccer-watching styles

range from intense to

intensely funny, as
illustrated by this crowd of

S&Mers.



Jabbar Bennett, Chris Tim Tucker, Paul Dreyer, and |ohn Gjertsen lurk hungrily as

Brown, and Keith Saunders Dr. Bartkovich flips burgers, loe Reams preferred to wait in

relax outside Hill. the background.

TWM (with a little bit of

salt) seems to do it for

Cheryl McKay, D.T.

Thomas, Dee Eatmon, and
Nikki Rogers.

Seniors Ben Ha, Radhika
Murty, and Karen Brothers

are happy to see each
other after the long
summer.

" 'Somehow it seems to fill my head

with ideas — only I don't exactly know

what they are’
”

"Nice socks, man." Forrest Yount and other 3rd Bryan guys
drew laughs at the hall theme dance.



Crystal Kaenzig enjoys a Who said that bikes are not allowed in the buildings? Lien
lovely afternoon studying. Beamon says they are.

"Touch my crayons and DIE!" It's okay, Brian. We don't want Darius Russell standing still — an unusual sight,

your crayons.
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Students pursued different interests — from frac-

tals to fencing— and got interested in things that

were totally new. Living in a looking glass world was

exciting ... Of course, it could be confusing as well.

The class schedule mystified most people for a few

days and caused them to show up in the wrong

places at the wrong times until they learned how it

worked. And decisions were terribly difficult; a free

hour could be spent finishing a book, working a

math problem, rearranging a dorm room, attending

a meeting, practicing an instrument, talking to a

friend, ... It was impossible to do everything! As

everyday life’s struggles and rewards went on,

NCSSM itself was stepping through the looking

glass into a new decade.

Bubbling home of the pen-
cil-stealing Art Pond Seniors Allyson Norris, Ben Ha, Kirk lohnston, LeeAnn
nymphs. Reynolds, Jonathan Proctor, and Minute Microwave Rice.



Students used computers in many ways . . . Maybe that
screen is helping Ashley Reiter to think?

Ridgely Banks D|'s at one of TWM’s ever-popular cel-

ebrations.

Sharon Walton and Monaca Wiggers travel to the Far East—
well, sort of.

We re athletes, too. Alka

Dev and (ay Blanton prove
that point.
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Bruce Russell and students put the Eilber PEC to good use
playing basketball.

The first Founder's Day was celebrated and Hunt

Hall and Eilber PEC received their new names. An

extensive self-study gave NCSSM a chance to look

at itself in a clear mirror. And amid all this, NCSSM
completed its eleventh year and waved goodbye to

its tenth graduating class. They, like everyone in-

volved with the school, knew it for the unique, en-

chanting place that it truly was.
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"
'Where do you come from?’ said the Red Queen.

'And where are you going?’
’’



1U

It has been a long trip through Wonderland. The
Cheshire smiles of physics and the mad hatters of

calculus befuddled our brains. Luckily, with the

guidance and friendship of the faculty, we didn’t

lose ourselves in the forest of school. Lunches

with Director Friedrick, late tutorials, and trips

through guidance served to help us get a grip on

the difficult aspects of life here. Even more, the

faculty was with us on the other side of the looking

glass by chaperoning dances, advising our clubs,

and taking us on trips. They made sure we didn’t

get stuck in the caucus race or chasing the white

rabbit. Like the white knight on his horse, they led

us through our journey.
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FATHER FIGURE: Dr. William W. Youngblood, Princi-

pal and Deputy Director for Special Programs, acting
as Dean of Special Programs, opens his arms to his

Science and Math citizens.

Amusingly, Director |ohn Friedrick and Administra-
tive Assistant Andrea Dennis gaze at the chaotic con-
dition of their desk. (Room Inspection time!)

Assistant Principal Douglas Gray and clerk typist
Beverly Griffin share important administrative
duties.

Taking a break from the routine, Deputy Director for

Operations and Institutional Advancement, Braughn
Taylor, and Administrative Assistant Ruth Morris
flash smiles for a picture.

Dr. William W. Youngblood checks on his appoint-
ments for the day with his Administrative Assistant
Belinda McCallum.
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Making
Realities

Administrative Reflections
There's more to the Administration at

NCSSM than most people realize. All the

paperwork, time, and effort that are re-

quired for smooth operation are handled

by the Administrative staff. They also rep-

resent the school as a whole. It’s through

their reflections that our school is pre-

sented to the public. By cooperating with

the school community, the administration

works to provide students with all the

possible opportunities of today’s rapidly

advancing society. This is not an easy job,

but with an open mind, the administration

communicates with its counterparts to

make our visions realities.

The contentment on Director Friedrick’s face was
evident. Although he was on a break, he still con-

cerned himself with administrative matters.

loan Barber, Deputy Director for Student Life, and
her secretary Linda Harris enjoy a change of scenery
to discuss residential issues at THE WALL.
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Second Watts (left to right): 1st row— Lisa Bock, Sandy Rothschild, Selina Mack; 2nd row— Ann Moore, Janet Haswell, Donna Bost, Ann Cannon; 3rd row— Ruth

Morris, Neva Grier, |oe Gibbs Not Pictured: Voncille Taylor, Marva Hicks

Keeping The Glass Together
Many people are involved with our school and the image it

has in society. They work well together to maintain that special

image.

Second Watts houses the business, personnel, and develop-

ment departments. These departments regulate school fi-

nances, employ school faculty and staff, and work with com-

munication. They shape our looking glass and keep it intact.

The Admissions Department works year-round to select the

most qualified juniors from across North Carolina. Then the Reg-

istrar plays an important role in creating images for the students.

She works with the students to coordinate schedules to fit their

needs.

The Special Programs staff creates new facets on the glass that

present exciting new avenues to travel. They work to organize

many activities, including teacher workshops and the successful

Summer Ventures program.

The Self-Study Secretary is a new addition to our NCSSM

family. She is involved with the accreditation of the school this

year. This involves the image of our school to the world. All of

these people help to keep our looking glass together.

Anne Marie Williams and Rosemary Oates work hard to keep students schedules

straight.
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Jur*

Admissions Department: (left to rightl

Sandra lackson, |ohn Poe, Letita
Mason (Not Pictured — Ola Stringer)

Phyllis Lilly, the new Self-Study sec-

retary, smiles as she works hard to-

ward the accreditation of NCSSM.

Special Programs: (left to rightl Barbara Davis, Sheila Sloan, Bill Youngblood,
Jaire Saint-Rossy, Carol Royals Not Pictured: Paula Krist

Braughn Taylor, Deputy Director for Operations and Inst. Advancement, works
hard reviewing scholarships for seniors.
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Living Backwards
We do, at NCSSM, sometimes

live backwards. But NCSSM
Student Life keeps us looking

forward . . . most of the time.

The DA’s helped the juniors

adjust, and the RA's kept the

DA’s in line. Counseling and

PCC’s got the seniors into col-

lege. Student life staff kept

track of our physical fitness

and work service and made
our home secure. Finally, the

infirmary cured us and ex-

cused us from class.

DA's in alphabetical order: Aram
Alexanian, Brian Anderson, Gerri Baer,

Maurice Barnes, Corea Bergenser,
Heather Blake, )an Borgerson, Karen
Brothers, Tyler Buckner, Brian Clark,

Regina Clemmons, Angie Denison,
Krissy Dramstad, Chi chi Eni, Tina
Evans, Angela Frugillo, Katharine Ful-

ler, Ashley Gable, Nathan Gaddis,
Kelly Hendrick, Taylor Hinshaw, Dan
Hirschman, Randy lacinto, lenny King,

Lisa Lyons, Pete McHugh, Alan Met-
calf, Sergio Miranda, Radhika Murty,
Beth Putnam, Chris Reuther, Darius
Russel, lay Stewart, Amy Sydell, Tim
Tucker, john Woodell, Forrest Yount.

RA's: Front row, left to right: Lisa Wash-
ington, Heather lennings, Sean
Heavey, Cheryl Krusen, Kelly Linds-

ley, Second row, Rick Johnson Dawn
Dillon, leff McCulloch, Addy Robinson,
Mark Kelley, Ken lones, Third row, Tim
Clayton, Dee Priester, Jason Boyd,
Brenda Dashner, Lindsay Breck, Steve
Tanzey, Back row, Kathleen and
Joseph Bryan.
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:udent life, front row, left to right: Sandy Gosnell, Joan Barber, Linda Harris,

ileen Witt, Second row: Ken Horne, Branson Brown, Bruce Russell.

Counseling staff, left to right: Roger Messier, Molly Rich, Gail Hudson, Rena
Lindstrom, Vivian King-|ackson.

|-er College Counselors, front row, left to right: Lee Ann Reynolds, Darice Infirmary staff, seated: Rivka Gordon, P.A., Carolyn Miller, R.N., standing, Dr.
Jtherspoon, Anna Lee, Lien Beamon, second row: John Mathew, Thad Reece, Eshelman.
a Reams.
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The Inside Story:

Dana Lo

The media
only _______
media assistanc^fbm^fias also given the

school citizens opportunities to work with

technical equipment first hand. Xerox fa-

cilities, video cameras, and VCR’s are but

a few of the resources made available to

all school memberfc

The Libv,

Blondina Laws-

Newnam, Bren

With over I

magazine^;
audio/visy;

filmstrip)^

with

lectsvread up on
read leisurely.

.Barbara

120 different

5T-arfH#~4000

i ncluding videos,
id records, along

ovtcfesa vast

esearch sub-
br just
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Behind the Scenes

The Police

Ken Horne, Toby Wrenn, Linwood Suitt,

Babe Lyons, Gwendolyn Pryor, Robert
Jackson (Bobby). -

juLHIrr k
Although those 3:00 AM fire drills are not a
preferred choice of alarm clock music,
with over 600 students and adults on
campus, the security staff helps keep this

school a safe one 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year.

The Housekeeping

Staff
(-*cf

Marth Arrington, Tillman Coley, Malinda
Davis, Hattie Evans, Carson Mumgo, John
Smith, Faye Thomton, Joan Williams

l

If it weren’t for our hardworking house-
keepers, the condition of this school
would be inconceivable. Everyday, they
work tediously at their tasks, keeping our
school clean and conducive to

aid,Larry McBride, Cam
Perry

Phillip

Thanks to the grounds crew, this school
maintains its outside appearance despite

' ork. No leaves in autumn,
summer and spring, or snow

r stop them from doing their

doing it well.

nat
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Oh no! That evil Beth Moorman has just pressed Joe
Liles' hand out into ... a great big pancake!

A DAV IN THE LAMGAG£

The foreign language instructors are: Don Houpe, Eliza-

beth McCachren, Lucia Stadter, Marilyn Mitchell, and
Alan Cambeira.
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On the Horizon
Living Life to its Fullest Means

Foreign Language, Art, and Music

T
here comes a time

during life at NCSSM
to expand your hori-

zons, experience
other cultures, and explore

your own creativity. Living life

to its fullest means experienc-

ing foreign language, art, and

music.

At the end of the tunnel, in

the black and gray setting of

Hill House's basement, we
commenced a journey to cul-

tures more foreign to us than

NCSSM itself. Highlights of our

foreign language study were

days in the language lab and

lunches at the language tables

in the American Tobacco Din-

|an Borgersen and Matt Welsh practice

for the Art Department's all-school

assembly, Dangerous Math, in

NCSSM's extensive electronic music
studio.

ing Room. We learned about

other cultures in addition to

our science and math, and be-

come more well rounded indi-

viduals.

Under the great, wide win-

dows of the art studio, Beth

Moorman and ]oe Liles made
us always feel at home while

doing anything from pottery to

photography, weaving to silk

screening. The art department

brought us the exhibits on first

Reynolds, the Dangerous
Math all-school assembly, and

the nostalgic year-end slide

show.

The music department
could be found tucked away

between the Bryan elevators

and the security desk. Dr.

Church, director of music, was

always willing to talk about any

kind of music from Bach to "La

Bamba", and Candace Bailey,

the choral director, was at

school every Tuesday and
Thursday to sing.

The humanities of foreign

language, art and music al-

lowed us to diversify our inter-

ests, expand our horizons, and

steal away from the sciences

and math of NCSSM. Perhaps

the greatest thing about
Wonderland is being able to

live life to its fullest.

Candace Bailey is the part-time choral
instructor, and Ray Church is the full-

time music director in charge of or-
chestra, jazz ensemble, and electronic
music.
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English
Even though we are called the School of

Science and Mathematics, a visitor brows-

ing through our halls and classes can’t

overlook the English and History depart-

ments because of their excellence in

teaching and curriculum. To add to our

staff this year were Susan Docherty and

Terry Whalen to the English department

and Frances Anton to the History depart-

ment.

In English this year, the juniors were fed

by the words of lonathan Edwards, Na-

thaniel Hawthorne, Ralph Waldo Emer-

son, Dick Gregory, and many others in

their American Literature classes. Seniors

could have their pick from Advanced Writ-

ing, British Literature, Africa and Asia, and

the unforgettable WRRD.
The juniors in American History learned

about the dreams of our founding

mothers and fathers. They also learned

not to accept historical facts just as they

were handed to them, but to think over

and criticize each carefully. Seniors pol-

ished similar skills, but this time by learn-

ing about the history and culture of dif-

ferent countries, eastern or western.

We see that at NCSSM, English and His-

tory are an integral part of every student’s

education. They teach students necessary

cultural knowledge and self-expressive

skills to present themselves to the rest of

the world . . . They provide food not only

for thought but also for the famished soul.

and History . . .

Who are those faces popping through the bookstacks? Bookworms? Nawww! That's the English Departmei
Terry Whalen, Susan Schmidt, Ion Miller, ].W. Troxler, Susan Docherty, Beth Timson, and Soon-Heng Li;

By "catching" a ride on the bus to school everyday, Soon-Heng Lim goes to great lengths to do his part

conserving energy and saving our environment!
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Food for Thought . . . and the Soul

The History department: |im Litle, Tim Clayton, Alan

Cambeira, Virginia Wilson, Frances Anton, and
lackye Meadows (not pictured! decided to forego

the books and took to the scenery of nature outside

of Watts

)ann Foushee flashes a toothy grin in excitement and
anticipation the class discussion on Chaucer's Can-

terbury Tales in Dr Miller’s Brit Lit class.
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Worlds of Wonder
Chemistry and Biology

Genes, genus, genesis . . . What's the dif-

ference? The scientific study of life and

the structure of living things is Oxford’s

definition of Biology, but NCSSM stu-

dents think otherwise. To them, Biology

means marrying fruit flies, poring over

Helena Curtis, and dissecting cats. Still,

the word meant different things to dif-

ferent people, especially when deciding

which courses to take from a variety such

as Research in Biology, Genetics, Human
Reproduction, Ecology, and Cell Biology.

Adding a new light to the meaning was a

new member to the department, Dr. Ellen

Elliott. Some students were ( un Ifortunate

enough to exempt the Biology require-

ment, but those who dared to venture into

this strange territory discovered a world

of wonders.

"Hmmm, I wonder what this is?" Ms. McCoy shows
her students the different parts of the frog while they
pick away in wonderment.

Biology teachers, Steve Warshaw, Marilyn Link, Ellen Elliott, secretary Debra Bowick, Anita McCoy, Ross Baker, and Emily Maxwell cuddle up with their favort

critters (model students).
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Students aren't the only ones who like to play with
test tubes. Chemistry teachers Kevin Currie, Myra
Halpin, Sarah Allen, Mike Humble, and Larry Knecht
show that they know how to have fun too.

1 boy! What's this? Chemicals! I wonder what would happen if I mixed this and this? Should I?” Ron Davis
[templates the consequences of mixing two unknown chemicals.

Genera! Chemistry, Chemical Instrumen-

tation, Polymer Chemistry, Organic

Chemistry, and Biochemistry are just a

few from the array of courses available at

NCSSM. But Chemistry is more than just

periodic tables and polyatomic ions.

Teachers Sarah Allen, Kevin Currie, Myra

Halpin, Larry Knecht, and Mike Humble, a

new member, were here most days and

even some nights to help students master

the knowledge and skills of Chemistry.

Those skills were not acquired just from

books and classroom lectures, but also

from demonstrations such as one on dia-

mond synthesis by a Japanese teacher

and individual research projects. Labs

colored the students’ lives once a week.

They provided good opportunities for

students to gain hands on experience and

work in actual lab situations. They also

challenged the students’ abilities to think

logically and work accurately. Though
some mastered the skills and others

didn’t, all shared valuable learning ex-

periences.
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Spanning the Tiers

T
he wild and untamed creatures who
call themselves the physics depart-

ment make their home on the top

floor of Bryan. Aided by air tracks,

springs, lasers, children’s toys, Hovercrafts

and other gizmos, they explain how the

world works to those of us frolicking through

Wonderland. The curriculum is tough, wheth-

er in Advanced or General Physics, but the

end result is a greater knowledge of the

world.

Across campus, on the top floor of Watts,

the mathematics department creates a

model curriculum of both precalculus and

calculus. The goal of New Calculus and CPTA
is to change the way math is being taught ac-

ross the country, in hopes of better prepar-

ing students for the 21st century. They cer-

tainly caught us by surprise — we were

suddenly looking at dozens of graphs each

day, learning new concepts, and solving

problems we never would have considered

"math” problems.

Physics stems from math, and calculus

from physics, and when both are fused, we
are faced with the chaos of Kolena’s and

Bartko's Fractals class. As we span these two

tiers of NCCSM, we see both a comradery

and a rivalry unmatched by any other two

departments.

Sleeping is not accepted behavior in class. Dr. Hugh Haskell demonstrates the law of gravity on snoozi
student Maria Hailey.

The physics instructors are in over their heads. Or on their heads. Whatever. They are, from left to right, Chuck o r Britton helps senior lack Lawrence. Physs

Britton, |ohn Kolena, Loren Winters, Andres Manring, and Hugh Haskell. teachers are always at school— even on weekend

26



of Science and Math
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Kevin Bartkovich, Helen Compton, Mary Mali-

nauskas, Karen Whitehead, John Goebel, Dot Doyle,

(oey Sinreich, Julie Graves, |o Ann Lutz, Donita
Robinson, Gloria Barrett, and Nicole Holbrook.

t

s Big Fish Tank on 3rd Watts, home of the navy blue roller chairs, is always occupied by students using the computers. The network contains software for all the
ciplines taught at NCSSM.
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"
'Consider what a great girl you are. Consider what

long way you've come to-day.'
"



Senior year was a good time for taking the White

Queen’s advice and considering a multitude of

and exciting daily lives, other thought often filled

their heads. Most seniors spent a lot of time con-

sidering the years to come; colleges, careers,

courses, jobs, and "the future: loomed large on

the list of senior worries. Jumping over the

"brook” into that place out there called "the real

world” was an exciting and scary prospect. Deci-

sions and deadlines seemed to face seniors at

every turn.

But seniors also needed to slow down and con-

Perhaps hardest of all, seniors had to make sure

they didn’t lose sight of the here and now. Amid
plans for the future and reflections on the past, it

was important to live the present fully. Seniors

needed the time and insight to appreciate the

world and the school around them. An inspiring

a memory waiting to be made. Even the mailbox

mail deserved more than a nod or a glance. Se-



David William Autry, Jr. Gerri R. Baer Nia D. Banks Ridgely Banks lames E. Banner

J.J. Barker Maurice A. Barnes Tiffany Barnes Ronald Frank Batcfio Lien Beamon

Gerald V. Beattie Celeste Belville Corea Bergenser Terrence C. Bethea S. Paige Black
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Edward Blackman Heather D. Blake ]ason Robert Blanton

Christopher J. Boggs Ian Martin Borgersen Cecelia Branan

Suzanna Brauer Karen Brothers Derek Keane Brown III

Kimber Brumbaugh Tyler A. Buckner Faisal Bukhari

These past two school years the seniors

have been anticipating the ticket out of

Wonderland — college. In all of the

dreams of Harvard, Princeton, and Yale,

no one ever thought of the important

thing— money. So, after a school lifetime

of looking forward to the castle-on-a-hill

college, seniors faced the unglamorous

application, the tedious essays, the de-

grading financial forms, and the intimidat-

ing scholarships. Eventually, everyone

began to wonder if it wouldn’t be easier to

just move to another country. Luckily, all

of the doubt and frustration was tossed

out of the door as acceptances rolled in

the mailboxes. Of course, occasionally a

reflection slipped in, but no one wanted

to go to that college anyway.
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Beth Bumgarner \onathan David Calvert Kimberly Cannon Matthew T. Carle

Christopher Chao Dana L. Chavis Sean L. Chavis Grace Chen

Charnes Chiu Tracia Chmiekwsfu Sharon Chow Ethan Clause

t

Regina Clemmons |anna Marie Cloninger Charles Coble Thomas J. Cornwell

Peter \ames Chanas

|ason Clemmons

Susan Covington
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Ienny Cox Crystal Crater Betfi Crawford

Gabriel S. DeBacker Danielle C. DeFant Angela Denison

Elizabeth Evangeline Dennis Alba Dev Clayton Maurice Dobson

Embarrassed?
Why should you be? We've all done

things we’d rather forget. Of course we
didn’t look quite as dumb as you did. But

it seems like you’re always humiliating

yourself. Like the time you dropped your
tray in the cafeteria and your jello went
bouncing by the potato bar. Or the time

your hall caught you belly dancing in the

lounge. Oh, my favorite is the time you
were reading the daily bulletin tacked on
your hall door wearing nothing but some
filmy lingerie when a guy opened the

door! Of course, you don’t look quite as

stupid as those juniors picking up trash

for work service. Well, there was that time

you got caught illegal-intervizing, but we
won’t elaborate on that one. And don't

worry about the time you were singing

loudly off-key in the breezeway and all

those people were snickering behind you.

Just look over your shoulder before you
burst into song. Don’t let it get to you. We
all blush from time to time. Just revel in

your foolishness. Learn to laugh at your-

self— we certainly have no problem at all

laughing at you.

All the showers must have been full so Pete Chanas
decided to keep the fish company.
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Nathan Dunning Katherine B. Dg Erin L. Eaker Robert Easterling Dedra Eatmon

Ernie Elkins Lori Elliot Julie R. Ellis Tarsha Ellis Elebeoba C. Eni

Tobin Eshelman Tina M. Evans Rachel Ferguson Han Feung Tracy S. Fitch
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M

Mary Lizabeth Ford \ann Fousfiee |oshua Franklin

Michael Freeze Angela Marie Frungillo Katharine E. Fuller

Chad Futrell Ashley Dianne Gable Nathan Gaddis

Laura Gilbert Brett Goldstein Claudia Gonzales

How We Got
Into College

SAT, NMSQT, FAF, ACT, TSWE ... it took

us 12 years to get all the initials straight,

but we did it! First semester, seniors

spent a large portion of their time typing

and writing extracurriculars and essays

and memorizing the CEEB code, 341077.

College seemed to be on everyone’s

minds all the time. And who could forget

the moments of truth, when we opened
those acceptance letters. Ah . . . success!

Moving on to higher institutions of learn-

ing was something we all looked forward

to. Thanks for the memories, NCSSM!

Chad Futrell learns the ways of perfecting the all-

important college essay.
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David Griffin fodie P. G upton Benjamin Ha David Hamilton Thurman Hamlet

Terensia Hamlett Kenneth Leroy Harrell, | r. Kelly Anne Harrington Zee Hartley Holly Ann Hatcher

Baxter McLindon Hayes III Kelly A. Hendrick Shana Herron Simone Heumayer Tonya Hemet!

Daniel Hill Kristine H inesley M. Taylor Hinshaw jenny Hinson Daniel Stuart Hirschman



Claire Holland Amy Horton Winfred Franklin Howell III

C ressent M. Hudson losfiua Humphreys AIbin Hwang

Dwain Isaac Randolph B. Jacinto Megan Pearsall |achson

Kevin \aget Jonathan T. James Julie Anne James

Stress Attack!
New Calculus labs, Astrophysics test,

yearbook deadlines, and scholarship

essay were usual sources of senior stress

this year. It was not uncommon while

breezing down the breezeway to run into

a senior stressing out. Some laughed,

some cried, some pulled out their leg

hairs. Every senior knew that the only way

to avoid staying up the night before a

paper was due was to kill the procrastina-

tion demon. We learned that junior year,

right?! Wrong!! Even with all our senior

wisdom, we were rarely in bed before one

a.m. Seniors also stayed up late relieving

stress through activities like water bal-

loon fights, pizza fests, and decorating

bathrooms. But all in all, a little stress was

good for us— it kept us on our toes. Hey,

we could never say we were bored! And
college stress will be nothing compared

to this . .

.

Kirk lohnston burns the midnight oil to complete a

long-procrastinated WRRD paper
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A Typical

Senior’s Day
Wednesday: You leap out of bed at 9:30

aftera double sleep-in, throwon your Car-

olina sweatshirt (worn twice already this

week) and jeans, and jog to Brit Lit. A test?

Next Monday? How could it be? You al-

ready have an International Relations de-

bate to do for Monday and Achievements

this weekend. So much for spending the

night at Duke with your best friend from

home! After Calculus and Art, you head to

Guidance to turn in a couple of transcript

requests. Your afternoon schedule con-

sists of six meetings, intramurals, and

work service. You finish up your Cal home-

work at 1 1:30, and spend the rest of the

evening in your friend’s room counting

the days until you're second semester

seniors!

Lauren Wilcox digs deep in guidance files to find

scholarship opportunities.

Lisa Jenkins Kirk Johnston Erica A. Jordan

Crystal Kaenzig George H.T. Kang Dimosthenis Katsis

J.Dianne Keen Andrew Kercher Rudy Killian

Julia Kim Kesi Tabia Kindle jenny King
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James F. King 111 Marc Kiviniemi |met Ko Kristen Kolinski Erin Kunifiolm

Arisa Kusumi I in Yi Kvwm Meghan Lafferty Teresa Marie Feerick Lam he Andrew Lankford

Sam Larson Tripp Lawing \ack Lawrence Anna Pei-Ching Lee Katherine Victoria Ligon

LeeAnne Littleton Nathan Lockwood Kelly Lowder Amy E. Lowery Theresa W. Lynn
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Out of

C'O'hfocl
Ringggggg . . . It's 5 AM. Your junior room-

mate gets up at the crack of dawn to do his

homework. For one moment, you enter

the world of the conscious and turn off

your alarm clock thinking it was yours that

so rudely woke you up. Then you lapse

into unconsciousness again, only to awake

at 8:15, just in time to be "fashionably

late" for your 8:00 class. You trip down

your loft and head for your wardrobe to

find some clothes. Staring at the empti-

ness in front of you, you realize that you

forgot to do your laundry last night. So you

rummage through your roommate's dress-

er, find what fits the best, grab your books,

and run to class without your WRRD
paper. All during lunch, you hang out by

the mailboxes waiting for that letter from

your dream college that you know is going

to say, "We’re sorry to inform you . .

.” but

that letter never arrives so you head back

to your Anatomy lab with the wonderful

prospect of skinning your cat. Is this what

the life of a slack senior is like?

Lisa A. Lyons Jonathan Magid Brian Marks

Holly Marquardt Jeffery M. Martin C. Michelle Masser

john A. Mathew John McCorquodale Carolynn McDonald

Peter H. McHugh Cheryl McKay Stephanie A. McLellan
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AIan T. Metcalf Scott Miller Sergio Rustia Miranda April E. Mitchell Bryan Moffitt

Arvind Mohanram Walter Moreadith Radhika Murty Neeta Nahta Brian D. Nichols

Allyson N orris Todd Parrish Pete Paschall Roddesie Patillo Jo Peterson

lames Andrew Pope \ustin Preyer LeShawndra N. Price Jonathan Proctor Derrick Purcell
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Garrick \ermaine Purdie Beth Putnam Amy Caroline Raudenbush Katharine M. Ray Joseph A. Reams, jr.

Jonathan Thaddeus Reece Ashley Melia Reiter Chris Reutker Clayton J. Reynolds LeeAnn Reynolds

Alexandra C. Rhetts Jennifer Richards Micheal Robinson Adolfo Francisco Rodriguez Nikki Rogers

Tarlesia Rowell Darius Russell Shubhra Saksena Shamil Sarangi Christopher Brian Sauls
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Adrian Drew Schechter Scott D. Self Scott Shelton

Kone Sill Harjot K.Singti Preston T. Snee

Talya Somerville Grant M. Stevens Anna Faye Stewart

Counting the

Days
Strolling down any well-informed hall at

the beginning of the year, one will invari-

ably see a string of construction paper

loops running the length of the wall. As

juniors, the present seniors had enviously

watched their seniors counting down re-

joicing as the days ended. So, seniors al-

ways know what the first day of school

means — only 180 class days left. While

studying for exams, writing papers, and

planning SPW, one thought rings clear—
"This is the last time in high school that 1

have to do this." Counting down doesn't

always involve looking back, though; the

prize day of graduation is at the end. Ex-

citement grows as each paper link is torn

away. Luckily and sadly, time never stops

and the end draws nearer. Even at NASA
countdowns aren’t so tense. Goodbye
Wonderland, 10. ..9. ..8. ..7...

lay Edward Stewart Michelle Dawne Strain Amy C. S ydell
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Ennicia D. Sykes Aaron Taff Gargi Talukder

Michelle Taylor Michael Thomas Yalaunda M. Thomas

lames Thompson Don Tipton Erik Troan

Mike Tsai Tim Tucker Scarlette C. Tweed
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Amy VanderClute Marty E. Walker Ursula Ware Grantham D. Warren T y Cage Warren

Barbara Diane Watson Ben Watson Chris Weld Lauren Wilcox Kristi M. Williams

Darice Witherspoon lohn Woodell lane Wrenn Forrest S. Yount Young Yu

Not Pictured:

Brian Clark

Bill Davis

Christopher T. Farmer

Ian Geyer
Ben Huang
Ben Huneycutt

Carl Larsen

Spencer Mar
Laura Poole

Michel Sin

Urn Tobacco

Derek Welch
Vanessa Wood



"
'So young a child ought to know which way she's

going, even if she doesn't know her own name!'
"
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Chess players and friends of Alice know that the

biggest move a pawn can make is the first jump
that lands it two squares ahead of its starting

place. Moving suddenly to the third square makes
a pawn more vulnerable and, at the same time,

gives it more power and opportunities. Sound
familiar? It should for anyone who has ever been
an NCSSM junior.

Juniors took one of the biggest steps in their

lives when they came to NCSSM. They might have

heard stories, read pamphlets, or spent the week-

end, but they didn't really know what to expect

when they arrived on August 17th. Some were

confident, some were a little scared, and some
were understandably petrified. But all were ex-

cited. They soon learned all about classes, TWM
meals, REP, PA, and room inspections. They put

on the traditions of the school and added their

own special spark to the life of NCSSM.
It didn’t take long for juniors to become part of

NCSSM. They bonded with RA's and teachers in

conferences, at tutorials, and just "around.” Se-

niors were there when juniors, like Alice, needed
directions or advice. And there was plenty of op-

portunity for fun and games, late night talks, and

just plain silliness. Juniors, while they didn't know
where they were going, explored a lot of newly

opened doors. And most of them, at least, did know

their own names.



Cherryl L.G. Aldave

Daniel P. Aldrich

Raine Amato

Ion Ames
Saunya Amos

Kerry Anderson

Yolanda Anderson

Hannah Arps

Mike Aumer

Randy K. Austin, |r.

Alan |. Back

Kris Baker

Matt Barker

Christian Barnes

|ill Barrett

Kate Beam
Dorian Bell

Andre Bennett

labbar Bennett

Patricia Berry

Ravindra Bissram

lohn Blackman

Ryan Bookout

Lydia Bouknight

Susan Bramley

Robert Brannon

George Bridgers

Ande Brinn

Christopher G. Brown

Krys Brown

LaToya Brown

Nakia Brown

Rhett Brown

Michael Browning

Owen D Bugge

Thi Bui

Bryan Byerly

lasmin Bynum
Erin Caldwell

Rozanna Carducci
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Peter Carrubba

Brian Caveness

Latarsha Chambers

Aileen Chang

Kristen Margaret Chester

Sheri Chmielewski

Ford Choi

Soh Ra Chung

Tracey L. Clay

Kim Clemons

Bill Cochran

Justin Cole

Catherine Collingwood

Jason Cooke

Jason Copland

Doodle Cowan

Christopher Cox

Margaret Cross

Jonathan Crouse

Stephen Dale

Lynne Dalton

Ron Davis

Tonya Davis

John Bervin

Seremy Dilbeck

Richard Donaldson

Blythe Dyson

Chevonya Ealey

Stacy Ebron

Nancy Edwards

Jlw/Ofcs...

fiNIGHTl

REP — the three letters that juniors learn to dislike before

they ever learn what they mean. Most juniors never learn what

the three dreaded letters stand for. REP stands for Resi-

dential Education Program. The juniors meet with their DA
once a week for 45 minutes to discuss topics such as Changes,

Self-Esteem, Values, Ethnic Diversity, and the ever most fav-

orite topic . . . Male/Female Relationship. Most juniors spend

more time complaining and coming up with ideas about how

to get out of REP, than they spend inside of REP. And you may
just find a few brave souls willing to admit learning something

and actually enjoying REP.
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Nicole Forney

Paul G. Fortenberry

Christy Fowler

Brian Fricks

Derrick Gaines

Kevin Gainey

Robert Gardner

Scott Gardner

Erica Garner

Sonya Garner

Suzanne Garrett

Crystal German

Chris Gillette

Robbie Girardin

|ohn Gjertsen

Artura Goods

Kelly Goss

lennie Graham

Susan Greene

Greg Guffey

Heather Guptill

Chris Haggins

|o Hague

Chris Hahn

Maria Hailey

Derek Hales

Brett Hall

leremy Hardison

Sirena Hargrove

Gina Hayes

Stearns Heinzen

|oe Hensley

Mary Herring

Tejan Hichkad

William Hipps

Lena Horsley

leff Huang

lennie Hubbard

Kristin Hutchings

Donna lennings
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Housekeeping ... A

"Empty the trash, sweep the hall, clean

your room," the parent orders. You

thought you had gotten away from it.

Those seemingly ever-present voices

urging you to, of all things, WORK! (that

four letter word). Juniors received an

extra special, student life shock at the

beginning of this year. They would

have to make their halls clean, neat,

and presentable — just like home.

Housekeeping had struck the un-

Four Letter Word?

suspecting junior again! Most juniors,

though reluctantly, adjusted well to the

"chores” assigned them. Cleaning

showers, mopping the hall, vacuuming,

washing windows, and taking out the

trash were duties often performed on

weeknights. Housekeeping eventually

became routine and sometimes fun —
even more fun than, dare we say,

homework.

Kristine lohnson

Tasha Johnson

Marshall T. Jones

Mike Jones

Shannon Jones

James W. Jong

Chris Karlof

Mohit Kasibhatla

Jason Katz

Emily Kear

Dominick Kee

John Kelly

lason Kendelhardt

Charles Kerekanich !V

Christine Kidd

Mary Kiesau

Will Kim

Chrislyn King

Mary Lynn King

Theo Kingsberry

Krishna Kishor

Cynthia Knight

Alan Krakauer

lohn Lauve

Meredith Lawrence

Roland Leak

Teresa Lee

George Lewis

Walt Lewis

lason Lia
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Anne Lincoln

Ebony Lloyd

Christopher Locey

Ryan Locklear

Scott Love

Adam Majewski

Kwame langha Manley

lames Manning

Mike Marcelais

Tim Marschall

Stacy Marsh

Bradley Marshall

lason W. Martin

Gamaliel Massenburg

Neil Mastin

Keisha Maynard

Ben Maynor

Eric Mayo

Sue-lin McCoy

Nancy McGee

Brad McKesson

Connette McMahon
Brooke L. McRae

Katherine Meyers

Jeff Mishak

Max Mitchell

Christine Moritz

Vince Moua
Marcela Musgrove

Christine Muth

i

Clutter . .

.

Books, pens, clothes,

Paper by the door . .

.

Calculators, pizza

Scattered on the floor.

Scatter, scatter, scatter

Wallet, hairspray, broom.

Clutter, clutter, clutter

All across the room.

It’s impossible to believe

that this is the same room you

moved into the first day. It has

become your home, your

place to study, your place to

sleep, your place to escape

the everyday wonders of

NCSSM. And, as every other

member of the Wonderland

has discovered, it is yours to

keep clean. You learned ho

to dust, vacuum, file paper:

and clean out your refrigerato

You struggled to get the plac

in top condition for room ir

spection. By the end of th

year you realized that life i

Wonderland was very real, an

that clutter was a tough, bi i

necessary thing to control.
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Jonathan Myers

Ryn Nasser

Brent Neal

lennifer Neale

Kevin Neaves

Dwayne Need
Claudia Newman
Connie Nobles

Dan Noffsinger

|.R. O'Neal

John Oakley

Allen Olmstead

Mark Overcash

Brad Owens
Ashley Pak

Jin Park

Charles Parker

lason Parker

Heather Parsons

David Paschal

Penny Patel

loeletta Patrick

John Patty

Tim Perkins

Steve Pescatore

Jeffrey Peters

Erika Petersen

Britt Peterson

Margaret E. Pettit

Ruffin Phillips

Kevin Pierce

Eric Plaksin

Kris Preacher

Johanna Price

Michelle Prysby

Amber Radachovsky

Nicole Radziwill

Jason Renk

Thomas Ricks

Sarah Robbins
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Casey Roberts

Amy Rose

Todd Rose

lason Roth

Kitchawa Roulac

Andy Rowe

Keith Saunders

Daniel Schudel

Shawn Sewell

Manan Shah

Rupal Shah

Imani Shahid-El

Elizabeth Shapere

Dennesha Sherrill

Christy Shi

Glen Simmonds
Michael Simon

Katherine Skinner

lames Smith

Alexis Sockwell

Ben Soule

Sarah Soutter

Holly Stallings

Paula Sutton

Meena Swaminathan

Hunter Tart

Thomas Terrell

Tonya Terry

D.T. Thomas

Alexandria Thompson

"
'The time has come,’ the Walrus said,

'to talk of many things.’
”

Dear Seniors,

Is it true? Are the WRRDos leaving? Yes, it seems the time of all times has com<

Seniors: you are the graduating class of 1 99 1 . Your futures lie ahead and are in yot

complete control. During your drive to reach your dreams, we ask you to look int

the mirror and reflect on the past. Remember the North Carolina School of Sc

ence and Mathematics. Keep in mind the unique experience you had here and a

the friends you made. We will definitely miss the shining faces that greeted us i

Wonderland. You have been our classmates, our leaders, and most important c

all, our friends. We, the Juniors, wish you all the best in your endeavors. We wi

never forget you. Time, like the white rabbit, goes on.
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Tony Yoder

David Young

Angela Younger

Scott Tillman

Kelly Tsai

Wanda Tugman

Mykol Urton

Srinath Vadlamani

Carolyn van der Bogert

Vanessa Venable

Tikku Verghese

Kimberly Wagoner

Sharon Walton

Matt Welsh

Greg Wemer
Scott Westbrook

Monaca Wiggers

Ryan Wigley

Nathaniel Wilkes

Audrey Williams

Bonnie Williams

Danica Williams

Wayne Williams

Amy Wilson

Christina Wilson

Randal Wilson

Lori Wittlin

Charles Wright

Not pictured:

Colin Brodsky

Michal Burton

Mary Pat Campbell

Shavonta Dickerson

Maria Kerr

Eunice Kissler

Emily Money
lamie Raulerson

Scott Starin

Brian Warren
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It seemed that NCSSM students were con-

stantly "fighting” until six; tired and famished

athletes usually filled the cafeteria at about 6:05.

But, tired as they were, athletes always seemed
full of vim and vigor. All their hard work paid off, in

enjoyment and in success.

With the gym in full operation from the very be-

ginning of the school year, organization was great

and each team got off to a good start early in the

of

1 deny
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Cross Country

"RD
lood makes the

grass grow” was

I

the girls’ cross

country team’s

motto this year. Why? ”1 don’t

know,” said Susan Covington.

"We would yell it on the start-

ing line before each race, and

since we kept winning I guess

it became a good luck chant. It

must've worked.” Well what-

ever it was, something pushed

the girls to a 3rd place finish in

the state finals. Claudia New-

man made all-state coming in

6th, and Corea Bergenser fin-

ished 11th. Other state com-

petitors were J i n Yi Kwon,

Susan Covington, Doodle
Cowan, Erin Caldwell, and
Eunice Kissler. Before that,

they were 2nd in the region

and 1st in the conference.

The guys team finished 3rd

in the conference, and James
Banner sprinted to a 15th

place in the region as the only

state qualifier. The team had a

lot of new juniors who pushed
each other and developed a

closeness within the team.

Captain Stuart Allen said, "We
had a pretty good year, but in-

juries near the end of the sea-

son held us back a lot.”

(above) Pushing each other, Corea Bergenser and Claudia Newman lead NCSSM
to win the Durham City/County meet.

(rightl Durham City/County champs! The girls' team accepts their trophy and
medals from the Durham Academy coach for the second year in a row

(centerl Team captain Stuart Allen wears his team spirit on his legs.
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"At the beginning everyone was
doing their own thing— running for

themselves, but by the end of the

season we were working together as

a team, and it really paid off." Iteam
captain — Corea Bergenser)

Scott Shelton and Pete McHugh push
it in the woods.

Women
Durham Academy won

Jordan lost

S. Alamance won

W. Alamance won

Durham Academy won

Clayton won

W. Alamance won

Conference 1st

Men
Durham Academy lost

Clayton won

Jordan lost

S. Alamance lost

W. Alamance lost

Durham Academy lost

Clayton won

W. Alamance won

(front L to R) Claudia Newman, Erin

Caldwell, Erin Kuniholm, Susan
Covington, Kirk Johnston, Roland
Leak, Scott Shelton, Stuart Allen

(captain), lonathan Meyers, (back
rowl Preston Snee, |in Yi Kwon,
LeeAnne Littleton, Lauren Wilcox,

Amy Sydell, Corea Bergenser leap-

tain), lames long, Dan Schudel,
Pete McHugh, Christian Barnes
(not shown — James Banner)
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Spiking It

According to the volleyball

team, it’s a wonder they ever

got through the season. Erica

Jordan told this story:

“Probably the funniest thing

that happened during the

season was the adventure we
had getting to the Frank-
linton game. It was sup-
posedly an hour away, but

we ended up in the wrong
county. On a little country

road, we stopped, got di-

rections, and turned around.

With gametime approaching

fast, we hoped we’d make it

before the officials called it a

forfeit. We were still in time

when someone saw the
school some distance away
past a hill, but as hard as we

tried, we could not get on the

right road. We kept going in

circles. By then, all of us were
prepared to grab our gear and
run on foot up the hill to the

gym. Luckily just then we
found the right road so we
didn’t have to, but it would
have been funny if we had
frantically come panting up
to the court yelling, “We’re
here, we’ll play, we’ll play!”

Well, despite the mishaps,

the girls had a great season.

They came in third in the

conference, and they ad-

vanced to the state playoffs

for the second year in a row,

losing to S. Randolph in the

first round. Congratulations

guys!

(above I Volleying the ball, Suzanna Brauer, jenny Graham, and Erica jordan work
it through another tough practice.

(right) Retrieving a dead ball, Erica jordan, Ebony Lloyd, and Zoe Hartley prac-
tice with Kathy Dy and Kristine Hinesley.

(center) Kristine Hinesley gets ready to spike after Kathy Dy sets the ball.
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"We should have won it all."

(team captain — Kathy Dyl

A spike from Kristine sends the ball

over the net to Kelly Hendrick.

The team sets, bumps, and spikes
their way through another practice.

NCSSM 2 Ravenscroft 1 NCSSM 0 Louisburg 3

NCSSM 3 Durham Academy 1 NCSSM 3 Fuquay I

j

NCSSM 2 Louisburg 3 NCSSM 2 S. Granville 1

NCSSM 3 Clayton 0 NCSSM 2 Bunn 0

NCSSM 3 Fuquay 0 NCSSM 3 Fuquay 0

NCSSM 4 Bunn 0 NCSSM 1 Louisburg 2

NCSSM 0 Franklinton 4 NCSSM 0 SW Randolph 3

NCSSM 3 Clayton 1

(front. L to Rl Kathy Dy (captain),

Ebony Lloyd, Zoe Hartley (cap-

tainl, (second row) Yalaunda
Thomas, Doodle Cowan, Kelly

Hendrick, Erica Iordan, (back rowl

Kristine Hinesley, Alex Thompson,
lennie Graham, Suzanna Brauer,

Lisa Washington (coach), Korie Sill,

Christy Fowler, Gina Hayes,
LaToya Brown
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All the Right Moves
-

"The squad has a lot of potential this

year. With the returning seniors, new
juniors and seniors, and more male
cheerleaders, we can do anything.
We are ready to cheer the teams on
to victory."

— Crystal Crater

"Stomp, clap. snap. snap. slap. pat.

pat, slap, Kick back! Let's Go Unis!"— Simone Heumayer

Paula Sutton, Amy Wilson, lanna Cloninger, Angela Frungillo, Simone Heumayer, Shannon Jones, )od

Gupton, Connie Nobles, Kristen Kolinski, Amy VanderClute, Micheal Robinson, Darius Russell, Crystal Cr

ter, Andy Pope, lames Thompson

T
his year's cheerleading squad

has all the right moves. The

squad, combined with lots of tal-

ent and practice, has proven to

be an important asset to our athletic

events. Flips and stunts are in abundance

this year due to the addition of more male

cheerleaders to the squad. With new
sponsor, Nicole Holbrook and assistant

Kelly Lindsley, enthusiasm is very high.

Their high spirits help to lift the spirits of

the fans, as we all cheer our teams to vic-

tory.

There is as much to learn from watching as there is

from doing.

Our cheerleaders know that practice makes perfect.

We are going to shout our way to victory. Let's G
Unis!
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; i Foushee’s powerful serve guarantees her a win.

T
he girls' tennis team demonstrat-

ed the true characteristics of

dedication and hard work this

year. Through their dedication

and hard work, they finished second in

the CAC conference, qualified for State

Dual Team playoffs, and finished fourth in

the Northeast Regionals out of fourteen

teams. Jann Foushee and Crystal Kaenzig

led the team in singles. In doubles, the

team was led by Jann Foushee and
Kristen Kolinski, playing first seed, and

Stephanie McLellan and Kelly Tsai, play-

ing second seed. Now the juniors are ex-

pected to carry on the tradition of dedica-

tion and hard work, so that even better

things can happen next year.

lennifer Hubbard makes a backhand look easy.

< rislyn King, Penny Patel, Shubhra Saksena, Brooke McRae, Kelly Tsai, lennifer Hubbard, |ann Foushee,
lissy Dramstad, Stephanie McLellan, Not pictured — Aileen Chang, Rozana Carducci, Tina Evans, Claire
I illand, Crystal Kaenzig, Kristen Kolinski, Amy Rose

Chrislyn King and lennifer Hubbard are deep in concentration before their next match.

Tennis Anyone??
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Team spirit is one of the most important aspects of a successful tea

"The seniors knew that this year's team had the potential for greatness and spent all winter preparing for the
season From the first day of practice the team, both juniors and seniors, played to win and the result was a

successful season
”

— Taylor Hinshaw

"We had a good year. I viewed the team as potential state champions, and thought we played up to that

potential during the season We just had a let-down against Swansboro during the post-season.
— Pete Paschal I

"Strong leadership, good depth, and flashes of brilliancy during matches made this season very successful.

Next year, the guys have the potential to do many more positive things

— Josh Humphreys

Will Autry, lay Blanton (co-captain), Thi Bui, Stephen Dale, Rad Donaldson, Josh Franklin. Robert Gardner,

Scott Gardner, Thurman Hamlet, Taylor Hinshaw, Tripp Howell, Josh Humphreys, Ben Huneycutt (co-

captain), Jamie King, Nathan Lockwood, Vince Moua, Ashley Pak, Pete Paschall, Tim Perkins, Patrick

Raulerson, Scott Tillman. Young Yu. Managers: Alka Dev, Nathan Dunning, Claudia Gonzalez, Mary Herring.

Coaches: Kevin Bartkovich, Soon-Heng Lim

NCSSM 1 Iordan 2

NCSSM 2 Durham Academy 2

NCSSM 2 Northern 1

NCSSM 4 Orange 2

NCSSM 0 Laney 1

NCSSM 2 Cary 1

NCSSM 7 Fuquay-Varina 0

NCSSM 3 Clinton 2

NCSSM 3 Cardinal Gibbons 0

NCSSM 4 Northwood 3

NCSSM 1 Durham Academy 0

NCSSM 9 Fuquay-Varina 0

NCSSM 2 Wake Forest 2

NCSSM 3 Clinton 0

NCSSM 4 Northwood 0

NCSSM 4 Northwood 0

NCSSM 6 Clinton 0

NCSSM 5 Dixon 1

NCSSM 0 Swansboro 6
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Scott Gardner dribbles in fora goal. The new juniors

helped to make the season a very successful one

T
his year’s soccer team was def-

initely one kick ahead. With a

final record of 14-3-2, the team

proved to be one of greatness.

The team finished first in the conference

with a record of 6-0 and were conference

tournament champions. During the sea-

son, the team went 13 games in a row

without a loss. The team beat Northern

High School for the first time in 6 years

and beat Durham Academy for the first

time in 5 years, fay Blanton and Ben

Huneycutt were on the All-Region team.

Jay Blanton, Ben Hunycutt, Vince Moua,

Pete Paschal, and Young Yu were mem-
bers of the All-Conference team. The S&M
student body enjoyed cheering the soc-

cer team on as they moved one kick

ahead.

Pete Paschall protects the ball from his opponent.
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NCSSM 93 Cardinal Gibbons 77 NCSSM 81 Warren County 77
NCSSM 91 Durham Academy 94 NCSSM 71 Fuquay-Varina 54
NCSSM 75 Graham 83 NCSSM 70 Louisburg 59
NCSSM 75 Cardinal Gibbons 68 NCSSM 55 Bunn 66

|

NCSSM 81 Chatham Central 75 NCSSM 72 S. Granville 60
NCSSM 70 Northwood 68 NCSSM 63 Louisburg 67
NCSSM 78 Chatham Central 76 NCSSM 82 Franklinton 97
NCSSM 83 Franklinton 63 NCSSM 75 Clayton 56
NCSSM 75 Southern 87 NCSSM 80 Warren County 81

NCSSM 97 Northwood 73 NCSSM 77 Fuquay-Varina 66
NCSSM 77 S. Granville 62 NCSSM 87 Bunn 82
NCSSM 68 Clayton 75 NCSSM 78 Louisburg 83

UPi Me,
"I feel that this will be an exciting and winning season.

We have a team that has the potential to win the confer-

ence title as well as being a contender for the state

championship In order for our team to be the dominant
team that we want it to be, we must play defense, con-

centrate on the game, practice good sportsmanship,

and play as a team." — Maurice Barnes

"I have enjoyed playing with these guys this year. If the

season was to end tomorrow, I could not complain about
this squad. We have everything to make a really good
team and now with unity we are a great team!”— Roddesie Patillo

"Everyone on the team was very intense and dedicated
and whenever we got down, the crowd in the Uni-Dome
was there to fire us up! We've got the best fans in the
world!

— Tom Ricks

1990-1991 Guys' Team — Jonathan lames, Spencer Mar, Derek Brown, Alexis Sockwell, Lindon Hayes,

Roddesie Patillo, Maurice Bames, Gerald Beattie, Tommy Terrell, Derrick Gaines, Drew Schechter. Tom
Ricks, Casey Roberts. Ben Watson. DT Thomas Coaches — Jim Bostick, Anthony Myles, )ohn Williams

Manager — Talya Somerville, Nia Banks. Tonya Terry. Dedra Eatmon

and Away!

Alexis Sockwell and team warm-up for what is



At the free throw line, Maurice Barnes demonstrates

his great athletic abilities.

T
he men's basketball team was

definitely up this season. Every

game was enjoyed by the S&M
crowd, as the second season in

the new gym. The great performance by

the Unicorns was a combination of hard

hours of work and positive thinking. Led

by a group of strong seniors and juniors,

the Unicorns were hard to beat. Maurice

Barnes, the team captain, led the team

and was also selected All-Conference.

Every player was unique, but when they

came together they were unbeatable.

An important part of the game was the

S&M crowd. During the middle of the sea-

son, UniFest took place. The entire com-

munity came together to show-off their

school spirit. The week-long celebration

made the season that much more exciting.

It also allowed the students, faculty, and

parents show this group of guys just how
proud we are to be Uni's.

The 1990-1991 basketball season was

definitely exciting from the dribbling to

the fast break to the crowd to the dunk

and to the players. It was a season that will

long be remembered as the team was up,

up, and away!

"What are we going to do? WORK! ! How are we going

to work? HARD!! 1,2,3 WIN!!!”

The S&M crowd was important to every basketball game.
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Leaping Lady Unicorns . , .

"Kick butt. Take names."
— Regina Clemmons

"Team unity is the key."
— Cheryl McKay

"I'm glad this basketball team was a part of my senior year."— Lisa Lyons

NCSSM Jordan

NCSSM Cardinal Gibbons

NCSSM Durham Academy
NCSSM Graham

NCSSM Cardinal Gibbons

NCSSM Chatham Central

NCSSM Northwood

NCSSM Chatham Central

NCSSM Franklinton

NCSSM Southern

NCSSM Northwood

NCSSM South Granville

NCSSM Clayton

NCSSM Warren County

NCSSM Fuquay/Varina

NCSSM Louisburg

NCSSM Bunn

NCSSM South Granville

NCSSM Louisburg

NCSSM Franklinton

NCSSM Clayton

NCSSM Warren County

NCSSM Fuquay/Varina

NCSSM Bunn

Back Row: Wayne Williams— manager, LaToya Brown, Alexandria Thompson, Cheryl McKay, Jasmin Bynum,
Suzanna Brauer, Regina Clemmons, Curtis Hunter— coach. Middle: Margaret Cross, Kelly Hendrick, Lisa

Lyons, Tasha Johnson. Jann Foushee. Front Row: Christy Culler. Darice Witherspoon.

Alexandria Thompson "busts a move" as she dribbles down the court, ski

fully and artfully dodging her opponent.
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Queens of the Courts

LEAPING UNICORN — Jasmin Bynum jumps for the
basket with her supportive teammates watching.

T
he Lady Unicorns began their

1990-1991 basketball season in

November with rigorous after

school practices. They per-

formed drills incessantly, to get in shape,

under the guidance of their coach Curtis

Hunter. To mark the official opening, the

team played against Iordan High School

in a scrimmage game and then Cardinal

Gibbons as the season rolled around.

The returning seniors brought back to

the team their experience and winning

spirits. The juniors arrived with a fresh en-

thusiasm. The S and M crowd contributed

cheers and stomping of feet. With a blend

of all three, the Lady Unicorns were def-

initely the "Queens of the Courts."

Ia nr. Foushee's face is one of concentration and
anticipation as she prepares for the shot.

The members of the girls' basketball team show their competitive spirit on their way to the locker room after

a victorious game.
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Winning Down

"Did ya'll guys say TEN more laps?! . . . Sure, I'd love

to!” — lames Banner

"Our team did well this year, considering its lack of

experience throughout the lineup
"

— jamie King

"I think the team has done very well considering the
number of first year wrestlers we have. We have
really come together as a team." — Chad Futrell

Dee Priester, Todd Rose, Jamie King, Chris Weld, Chad Futrell, Toby Eshelman, Scott Love, Scott Shelton,

Chris Brown, Sergio Mirando, Randy lacinto, Mike Sin. lames Banner, Mike Tsai, George Kang

Southern Nash

Rocky Mount

Chapel Hill

Durham Academy

Southwest Randolph

Ravenscroft

Northwood

South Johnston

"Wanna play leapfrog?!" NCSSM wrestlers were serious about their gam
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"Oh, you wear a size eight?" Toby Eshelman was in

control

T
his year's wrestling team reached

new ground under the leader-

ship of new head coach Dee
Priester. With talent from both ju-

niors and seniors, the individuals became
a team. Through hard work, teamwork, and

dedication, the season was both fun and

successful. The season, combined with

lots of sweat, weighing in and out, and

long practices, met with lots of success.

The S & M crowd provided the team with

extra support during many of the matches.

With the old and new wrestlers, a new
head coach, and senior leadership, the

wrestling team added a powerful force to

the NCSSM community.

Say UNCLE say UNCLE! Ok, how about mercy, say

MERCY!

"Oooh! That's gotta hurt.” The referee had quite a job following the action.
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"Make sure you know who's boss." Brenda Dashner
prepares to time her next swimmer as she confers

with the other coaches.

T
he NCSSM swim team made a

splash this year with the return-

ing seniors, incoming juniors, and

coach Brenda Dashner. The
twenty-five dedicated swimmers began

training in the fall, Monday through Fri-

day, from 3:30-6:30. To get in shape, they

worked in the weight room and swam laps,

even getting up at the crack of dawn on

Saturday mornings. Because the school

doesn't have a swimming pool, they had

to go off campus to swim, but even with

that disadvantage, the team performed

very well. Attending one of the meets that

occur twice a week, no one could doubt

that the NCSSM swim team "made a

splash."

With powerful butterfly strokes, Greg Guffey swims
ahead, making quite a splash.

MAN orSWAN?Thad Reece dives gracefully into the
tranquil water below him

*•1



"The juniors have given us a sound foundation this year Brenda’s a great coach and I enjoyed the season
— Pete Chanas

"Despite the fact that we don't have the large numbers the other teams have, we’ve done very well. Brenda

Dashner has done a good job of building up the program in the last two years — Shana Herron

"Zicka Zacka Zicka Zacka HOY! HOY! HOY!" — Kirk Johnston

"We have some really strong swimmers and dedicated people, especially juniors who will carry the team

next year." — Amy Lowery

NCSSM Northem/Durham Academy

NCSSM Pinecrest

NCSSM Gamer
NCSSM lordan/Northem

NCSSM Cardinal Gibbons
!

NCSSM T.C. Roberson Invitational

NCSSM Jordan
|

NCSSM Unicom Invitational

NCSSM Cardinal Gibbons t

NCSSM Gamer/Lee Co.

NCSSM Regional Championships

NCSSM State Championships

Back Row. Brenda Dashner — coach, Erin Kuniholm, Donna Jennings, Owen
Bugge, lustin Cole, Aaron Taff, lason Roth, lason Kendelhardt, Stearns Heinzen,
Greg Guffey, Kirk Johnston. Middle: Jason Katz, Tim Perkins, Krys Brown, Kristi

Williams, Shana Herron, Beth Bumgarner, Amy Lowery, Dianne Keen, Suzanne
Garrett, Katharine Fuller. Front Row: Hannah Arps, Kris Baker, Margaret Pettit,

Zoe Hartley, Pete Chanas.
1-2-3 TAKE OFF Hannah Arps glides into the water to take her lap for the relay
•vhile teammates cheer her on.



As February progressed,

students emerged from their

dorms ready for spring and

new activity. At 3:30 every day

there was a haphazard parade

to the gym where players and

their coaches got ready to

Spring
work. With a supply of new ju-

niors and two new coaches, the

spring sports teams should

make a strong appearance this

year. The yearbook staff re-

grets that due to the nature of

our deadline we are unable to

Sports
provide full coverage of the

spring teams. On these two

pages we hope to give you a

glimpse of spring activity on

the track, fields, and courts.

Looking at the enthusiasm and

motivation of this year’s

players and coaches we an

certain, that as softball coacl

Dr. Miller put it, "This will b<

the best year ever.”

Outdoor track team with

coach Steve Tanzey

Men’s Baseball
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Campus Activists
SETA

Co-Presidents: Celeste Belville &
Nancy Edwards, Sponsor: Beth
Timson. SETA (or Students for the

Ethical Treatment of Animals!
attended protests, promoted
awareness in the NCSSM
community, and had films and
speakers this year They met several

times a month, and also distrtibuted

literature dealing with animal rights.

SEAC
The Student Environmental Action
Coalition, founded by )enny Cox, was
continuation of last year's Earth Day
committee. SEAC was designed to be
forum for ideas for environmental
action.

Harambee
President: Maurice Barnes,

Vice-President: labbar Bennett,

Secretary: Darice Witherspoon, Asst.

Secretary: Rupal Shah, Treasurer:

Nia Banks, ICC Rep: Karen Brothers,

Sponsor: Letitia Mason. Harambee
gathered to discuss ethnic

backgrounds of minorities about
once a month. The club has
speakers, learned about little-known

holidays, and planned a human
rights forum.
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DCU
>Chairpeople: )osh Humphreys,
anus Russell, Amy Sydell.

iversity, Culture, And
nderstanding was new this year

id met several times a month to

scuss topics ranging from the

iverse community of NCSSM to the

arsian Gulf War.

Amnesty
Headed by senior Marc Kiviniemi,
Amnesty International s focus was on
freeing political prisoners worldwide.
The NCSSM chapter wrote letters to
government officials and met often

World
Concerns

resident: Gargi Talukder,
ice-President: Harjot Singh,
ecretary: Nancy McGee, Sponsor:
.en Jones. World Concerns Club
lembers sold air plants whose
rofits went to salvage the
cuadorian rain forest. They also
eld a food drive to donate to local

oup kitchens.
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The Queen’s Entertainers

Js

"Words, words, words," said Hamlet. Mega

Jackson said it also in response to what th

Off Broad St. Players performed this year. 1

more specific terms, "words" means mar

performances including "Words fro ill!

Within.” The student written, produced, d|

rected, and performed plays are the high ;m

light and the essence of the club. Bringing

drama that was challenging, funny anl md

thought-provoking to the Assembly Hall, tf Ja

Off Broad St. Players tried to enrich the cui me

tural life of the school. President: Tered isi

Lambe; Senior Director: Megan )ackso

Technical Director: Harjot Singh; Stage Ma
ager: Mary Herring; Secretary: Holly Stalling

In a year of rapid changes, the Stentorian

tried to keep pace. The staff of reporters and
editors kept the school informed. Offering a

channel for students’ opinions and concerns,

the newspaper brought us in contact with

each other’s thoughts. Concert reviews,

sports reports, and special features made it

informative and entertaining. Students ea-

gerly awaited its presence outside their

doors. Head Editors: Tim Tucker and Laura

Poole.
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When asked about the Arts Club, Gera

Beattie said, "There is no talent necessary

Maybe not, but there certainly was no lack

talent this year. Evolving from the "arts ar

crafts” stereotype, the Arts Club offere

means for expression in many mediums, m
school, everyone was invited to participate

in club sponsored activities like tie-dyii®!-

and card-making. They prove that scientist

can also be artists. Long live finger-paintinftfK

President: Dianne Keen; Vice President

Jan Geyer, Gerald Beattie, Ethan Clause,

Harjot Singh; Co-secretaries: Krissy Drar-

stad, James Banner; Co-treasurers: Anne Lin-

coln, Micheal Robinson, Tori Ligon



'?p Band has the easiest time getting into

all games," quipped Mary Ford, "who else

Aiks around with an instrument?” Basket-

oil games were made a little brighter, a lit-

tl more spirited due to the talents of the

Pp Band. Accompanying the cheerleaders'

dncing and getting people to yell "Te-

qila! ”, they filled in excitement when the

gme got slow. President: Mary Ford; Vice-

Fasident: )ason Martin; Secretary-. |ann

Fushee; Librarians: Brent Neal, Kristen

C ester

IbfiiMj \mmmmm namor i
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With open mouths and strong voices, the

Gospel Choircontinued upholding their rep-

utation for excellence this year. In between

practices and competitions, they put on a

few performances to dazzle the NCSSM com-

munity. People crammed into the assembly

hall to catch a glimpse of their inspiring

show. They also made a cameo performance

at the Dangerous Math assembly. President:

Darius Russell; Vice-President: Kitchawa

Roulac; Secretary: Terensia Flamlett; Assis-

tant Secretary: Talya Somerville; Treasurer-.

Paul Fortenberry

’>ung Musicians Club — "Bass Master"

ban Anderson; Taylor Hinshaw; Greg Guf-

1/ — Poser Esquire; )an Borgersen-, Scott

filler; Brian Nichols-, Walt "jerry Lee" Lewis-,

ter Chanas "Grand Poobah of Posers"

I



Community and Math Clubs
Young Democrats
President — Amy Rose
Vice President — lennie Hubbard
Secretary — Mary Lynn King
Treasurer— Kelly Goss

The Young Democrats, during their first year as a

chartered NCSSM club, have participated in debates
with the Young Republicans, attended several guest
speakers, and volunteered during the campaign
season for various Democratic candidates including

the senatorial candidate Harvey Gantt.

Math Club
President — Ashley Reiter
Vice President — Paul Dreyer
Secretary — Theresa Lynn
Treasurer — George Lewis
ICC Rep. — Leshawndra Price
Program Chairperson — Chris Chao
Sponsors — Gloria Barrett and Nicole Holbrook

Math Club has invited speakers from all over the
country to talk about modem mathematics topics
and applications such as puzzles, games, and chao:
and finance. The club has also worked with Durhan
County students with programs such as Math Couni

(formerly the Computer Clubl

|ohn McCorquodale — President and King

Matt Carle — Vice President and Secretary

Mary Pat Campbell — Treasurer and Queen
Matt Welsh — Assistant King
|ohn Magid — Associate King
Chris Chao — Newsletter Editor

Tracy Fitch — ICC Rep and Dungeon Master
David Griffin — Crown Prince

Chris Karlof — Prime Minister

Walt Lewis — Minister of Propaganda
Eric Plaksin — Chauffeur
Mike Marcelais — Court lester

|ohn Oakley — Assistant Court lester

David Paschal — Associate Court Jester

lohn Kolena, PhD — God and Sponsor
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Young
Republicans Club
President — Ed Blackman
Vice President — Jo Peterson
Secretary — lennifer Neale
Treasurer — Ty Warren

The Young Republicans, during their first year as a

chartered NCSSM club, have participated in debates
with the Young Democrats, volunteered during the
campaign season for various Republican candidates,
and attended guest speakers. One guest speaker was
Dr Nikoli Yakovlevich Shushkin, a visiting professor
of English from Durham's Russian sister-city,

Kostroma

Focus Club
President — Talya Somerville
Vice President — Jasmin Bynum
Secretary — Nia Banks
Assistant Secretary — Leshawndra Price
Treasurer — Kesi Kindle
CC Representative — Paula Sutton

Helping Hands
Service Coordinator — Julie Cheu
Sponsor — Brenda Dashner

Helping Hands are a group of students who work
in the community helping to build houses for

homeless and low-income families. They have
worked on a couple of different houses this year

through a Durham housing program similar to Habitat

for Humanity.
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Foreign

President: Ashl

Vice Pres: Chad
Secretary: Soh Ra Chung

/TNaW / /
"The purpose of our club is to expose in-

terested people to the French language
and lifestyle and French food, and to have
fun doir

Preside
Vice Pre:

Secret.

Russian Club
students
the cl

Russian

Danielle Defant
4 A

ovided an oi

ir Russian outside
arning more about

s.

President: t\

Vice Pres: Di

Secreta.,

Treasurer

"Mariposa d
de can
alii al

aqui?'

de. Luz
date alii

osa, estas
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Presidents: Jan

_ .risa

Anna Lee

"Asian Culture Club is a new club that is

open to everyone. The goal of this club is

to introduce different Asian cultures to

the NCSSM community.” — Anna Lee

Kaiser: Kirk Johnston
Konig: Grant Stevens
Sekretarin: Lisa Lyons

"The purpose of the German Club is to ex-

pose both German students and non-

German students to the cultural opportu-

nities around them. — Kirk Johnston

kft<7

\

President: Cece Bi

Vice Pres: Amy S>

Secretary: Allyson

"Nullum magnum ingenium sine mixtura

dementiae fuit." — Seneca. "There has

not been any great talent without an ele-

ment of madness.” — Latin Club motto
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After Academics . .

.

Downhill

Ski Club
Co-Presidents: Corea Bergenser &
Lindon Hayes, Vice-President: Tripp

Howell, Secretary: Mike Tsai,

Treasurer: Drew Schechter. The
Downhill Ski Club met once a week
to plan their trip and discuss

technique. They had a beginners’

session and a speaker as two of

their activities this year.

Outdoors
Club

President: Tiffany Barnes, Sponso
Dr. Chuck Britton. The Outdoors
Club took several trips backpacki,

camping, and hiking, however, the !

skiing attempts bombed due to tl

weather.

Fencing

Club
President: Chris Weld,
Vice-President: Paul Dreyer,

VP/Treasurer: Cecelia Branan Most
of the members of the Fencing Club
had prior experience with the sport,

and they met once a week for

practices.
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Veightlifting

Club
C-Presidents: Pete Chanas & Grant

Ejvens, Secretary: Aram Alexanian,

1;asurer: Arvind Mohanram. ICC

Fp: Andy Pope, Events/Equipment
hnager: Michelle Taylor, Sponsor:

Face Russell. The Weightlifting Club
\s new to NCSSM this year, and
\rked alongside the Fitness Club
tkeep N.C.'s brightest in shape.

I le club offered programs for

;yone who wanted to get in shape,

! £d was a terrific opportunity for

I t)se who did not participate in

i vsity sports.

Karate Club
President: Brian Nichols,

Vice-Presidents: Scott Miller &
Chuck Wright, Sponsor: left

McCulloch. For an hour and a half,

twice a week, the Karate Club met
to practice punches, blocks, and
kicks. Once or twice a month, they
did sparring to prepare for

tournaments.

tole Playing

Club
ng: Scott Self, Transdimensional
ieeder: Toby Eshelman, Lord:
ian Nichols, Illusionist: Brian
chols, The Magister: Mike Dodds,
tkpocket: Jeff Martin, Scholar:

i ott Miller. Role-Players got
gether to talk about Dungeons &
agons once every couple of
anths.
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Odds and Ends . .

.

Cannes Club
Led by Ethan Clauset and Gerald

Beattie, the Cannes club is in its

second year of existence. The club,

which started last year as a New Dorm
after-curfew movie watching group, has

now expanded to accommodate the

rest of the school. They periodically get

together to watch bad movies, tell bad
jokes, and have a good time.

Chess Club
Headed up by president Chris Chao,

the NCSSM Chess club has had a

wonderful year organizing chess
competitions among the members of

the club. Future plans include

tournaments with other schools or oth

city chess organizations.
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(but aren't we all?)

Kobayashi
Maru

Captain: Alan T. Metcalf First Officer:

Cmd. Todd Parrish Counselor: Cmd
Tracy Fitch Cf. Sci. Officer: Cmd.
Michael Freeze Cf. Engineer. Lt.

Cmd Glenn Simmonds Cf.

Navigator. Lt. Cmd. Ty Warren Cf.

Med Officer: Anne Lincoln

NCSSM’s first Star Trek club, the

Kobayashi Maru, has devoted much
time to science demonstrations at

the Durham's Museum of Life and
Sciences. The club has also

attended Star Trek conventions
nearby and had recreational

activities watching movies.

Quiz Bowl
l\mbers: Alan Back, Mary Pat

Cnpbell, Marc Kiviniemi, Sam Larson,

T;resa Lynn, Brent Neal, Penny Patel,

Ji n Patty, Scott Starin Sponsor: Tom
C yton

Qanized in lanuary, the Quiz Bowl

t m has prepared for regional

cnpetition in March. The team has set

i competitions with RA's, staff, and
fulty. Team members have found this

oerience fun, and have talked about
(in Poe and Rosemary Oates beating

t.*m. . . or not.
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Poets Circle
Ann Marie Williams, Imani Shahid-El,

lulie lames, Kate Beam, )on Magid,
Suzanna Brauer, Nancy Edwards,
Brian Fricks, Erica Garner, Amy
Raudenbush

f\\h SevU

SAB
Student Coordinator: Stuart Allen

With advisor Sandy Gosnell, the S

J

consists of fifteen students electe '

I

by their halls. This group plans ar

makes possible weekend activitie i

such as mall loops, dances,
symphony concerts, and exam
breaks.

SGA
President: James Banner
Vice-President: Thad Reece
Secretary: Greg Allen

Treasurer: Beth Crawford

The executive board, senior and
junior reps., and dorm reps, make
up the body of NCSSM's SGA. The
group works to bring forth student

concerns and provide a link

between the students, faculty, and
the administration. SGA is

sponsored by )im Litle and Virginia

Wilson.
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Concert

Band
Conductor: Ray Church

Members of the concert band meet
during fifth period in the assembly
hall, working and polishing their

performances. The group plays
contemporary as well as classical

pieces and performs about two
concerts per year The band also

participates in the annual band
contest.

Orchestra
Conductor: Ray Church

The NCSSM orchestra players
perform symphonies and overtures
along with other various works
during third period under the
direction of Dr. Church. The
orchestra performs a concert for the
winter holidays and one in the
spring

Mixed
Chorus

Conductor: Candace Bailey

Mixed chorus members come
together Tuesdays and Thursdays in

the assembly hall to sing

harmoniously. With the conducting
of the new teacher Candace Bailey,

the chorus has grown to almost fifty

members and performs twice a year.
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Rampant Creativity
Knowledge
Master

This 14-member team competed in

a computer-based national

academic/quiz competition. NCSSM
only began competing in Knowledge
Master last year; there are two
competitions each year. The team
has placed third, sixth, and
nineteenth in the nation. Every
member has an active role, the only
unique function being that of

typist/general moderator/guess-taker
(Theresa Lynn I. QuizBowl, a

separate competition with a

separate team, is organized in the
spring.

Math Team
NCSSM's math team wasn’t a

high-pressure thing. Sponsor Mr.

Goebel said, "Winning isn’t the big

thing — getting people to participate

is.” Co-captains Ashley Reiter and Pat
Dreyer expressed similar opinions.
They mentioned activities such as the
by-mail NYC Math League and a Sou'

Carolina contest where the team's sco

wasn’t even counted. Mostly, the mat!
team seemed to have a lot of fun on
trips to the contest — especially with

Mr. Goebel driving!

Blue Mirror
Editors; D Aldrich, L. Price, T
Lambe, E. Clauset, A. Rhetts

Advisors; J. Miller, S. Docherty
The Blue Mirror, NCSSM's literary

magazine, speaks for itself. And for

all students who want to share their

creative talent. The editors — the

editors are the editors. What can we
say?
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Renaissance

Club
Eian Clauset, Pope of the Process-,

(eg Allen, God; Teresa Lambe,
fma Merkin; Gerald Beattie, Sgt. of

flpendages; Mike Thomas, Reality

Abassador; Alexandra Rhetts, Holy

Cost; Anna Faye Stewart, Virgin

Fry; Michal Burton, Minority

Fpresentative; Ion Ames, Antichrist;

9ti Larson, Sultan of Swing;

vhessa Wood, the untitled; |oe

insley, Coordinator of Walks in the

\>ods; Nancy Edwards, no no no;

(ris Karlof, Meter Maid; Beth

fmgamer, Sooper Cooder; Ryn
fsser, Blackbird; Derek Welch, the

iiocent; lim Tobacco, |im; Tori

l;on, Hippie Headmistress; Erica

(mer, Harlot; Zac, the Missing

Forensics

Team
President, |o Peterseon; Captain of
Debate, April Mitchell; Vice-captain of

Debate, leremy Dilbeck; Captain of I.E.,

Ed Blackman; Vice-captain of I.E.,

lennifer Neale; Secretary, |ohn Patty;

NFL Secretary, Colin Brodsky-, Treasurer,
lennifer Hubbard. The debate team
used their considerable talent and hard
work to perform brilliantly at numerous
tournaments, excelling in categories
most of us don't even understand. And,
of course, these people were always
great to go to for a good argument
(sorry, discussion!).

Prom
Committee
e prom committee, under advisor

ndy Gosnell and with the help of

airperson Kristi Williams, planned
d perfected that one special night

the year. What was the hardest

rt? Picking the theme, of course

and then guarding the secret

im the hordes of students
-termined to find out!!
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Student life . .
.
getting up at 7:55 for an 8:00

class, finding clean clothes when we hadn’t done
laundry for a month, cleaning up our rooms for in-

terviz or (worse) room inspection, writing a terrific

English paper, barely passing a Cal test, learning

to like the cafeteria food, asking that special

someone to invitationals, not going broke more
than once a week, walking to the mall in the rain,

actually enjoying a square dance, making friends

with that really strange person, playing spades for

hours on end, going to a dance although we had 25

hours of homework to do, living through a fond

birthday shower from our hallmates, hanging out

in teachers’ offices, raking all the leaves off Watts

lawn, deciding on an SPW project, thinking of

Christmas as an extra-long extended, cheering

ourselves hoarse at a basketball game, wondering

what was happening in the rest of the world, beat-

ing our arch-rivals in IM soccer, having a one-

minute group scream, pulling an all-nighter study-

ing on a weeknight, pulling an all-nighter talking

on a weekend, just about having it all but com-

plaining anyway . . . nothing was impossible at

NCSSM. Or maywe we did the impossible. And
loved it.
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An Ominous Prophecy
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Just another smiling face

Everybody's favorite view

Obviously Sharon Chow Loves SEEFOOD
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Assistant Principal Doug Gray gains a new face. Money from the Penny Challenge turns normally
INC8SM students momentarily forgot to conserve down-to-earth Kelly Harrington and Maurice
toilet paper.) Dobson into HAPPY PEOPLE.
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ic(d you be extra polite to these distinguished

alere? Or is it just Will Hipps, Holly Hatcher,

Frerson, and Scott Love?

that?" Dramatists Dave Hamilton and
n lackson seem a little scared of what they

e ut there.

Go go GO! lann Foushee throws heart and soul

into phenomenal percussion.

'

I Reece, Pete Chanas, |oe Reams, Aaron Taff, and Grant Warren make the ultimate statement in Unifest dress-up (or strip-down)
r t.



Variations on
acronym: n. f. alphabetical repre- transcript representing the bulk

sentation of a compound term; 2 1— : 1 ^ £: ~

convenient way of saving lead/ink

paper, time, and preventing writ-

er’s cramp (ex. NCSSM)

transcript representing tne duik

your academic record; 2. figur

teachers give out, parents chei

cry about, and students wou
rather do without!

budget: n. a plan organizing ex-

penditures and time management
but seldom adhered to by NCSSM
students

cafeteria: n. 1 . food simulation cen-

ter-, 2. the most feared appoint-

ment for work service

dormitory: n. 1. facility serving as

"Home, sweet home” to students

at NCSSM; 2. conglomeration of

rooms usu. coming with strange

persons known as roommates

extended: adj. lengthened;
stretched out;— n. slang: period of

rest and relaxation following 4/5

weeks at NCSSM

fish tank: n. 1. water-filled con-

tainer used in the keeping of pet

fish; 2. 3rd Watts facilities that

serve as home for numerous com-
puters; 3. location where students

have been known to drown (in

work, that is!

)

grades: n. (preferably preceded by
"fabulous”); 1. letters on your

housekeeping: n. 1. a term ii

mediately succeeded by cringes

NCSSM; 2. cleaning your hall url

you feel you could eat off the fl

infirmary: n. 1 . facility which serv

as the campus center for disea

control; 2. receiver of bizarre e

cuses and distributor of "excuse

absences

junior: unsuspecting victim of haj

work, housekeeping, work servi<j

pranks, and the cafeteria

key-, n. 1. device whose chief fur]

tion is to unlock— can be used

pryer, screwdriver, scratches

professional hide and seek play<

laundry: n. 1 . heap of dirty cloth

that eat precious quarters in 25/

minute cycles; 2. a frequent pt

senger on the way home

money: n. 1. legal tender tf

specializes in jumping fr§j

clenched hands to purchase fc

clothes, music, and this yearbo«
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Theme by Webster
i

np. n. 1. frequent lapse of con-

s«ousness experienced by all dur-

jr; a given NCSSM day

Dus: n. Bloom County character

ciated by Berke Breathed; 2.

Ltin: work, challenge (Maius opus

Boveo.)

pst office: n. 1. home to many
nmbered boxes which serve as

rter holders; 2. most visited sight

i campus — students eager for

tiers from family, friends, and

bir dream college

jiz: n. 1. test of learned material

id usu. preceded by the word

op"; 2. test which can make or

:sak your confidence in a given

urse

search: n. I . basis of the contents

a thesis, essay, or term paper,

2. scientific analysis of the

Did in your refrigerator to find its

gin

?ep-in: n. NCSSM lingo defining

ifree period(s) at the start of a

nool day during which one may
iimber past 7:59

jne: n. 1 . the fourth dimension; 2.

incept which there never seems
i be enough of

understand: v. comprehend,
fathom, grasp; — n. a term often

uttered by students who haven’t

the foggiest

vegetable: n. state of mental/

physical being in which students

claim to be during extended week-

ends

warning: n. 1 . an acknowledgement

of an almost always "accidental”

occurrence, or so the culprit says!

2. a paper slip that is prided or

chided by the receiver

X: n. a character usually appearing

in red ink adjacent to incorrect an-

swers or assumptions — usu. de-

spised by everyone

yawn: n. 1 . open mouthed intake of

air representing sleepiness or

boredom; 2. an unexpected class

occurrence also representing

sleepiness or boredom

zero: n. 1. a goose egg, naught,

zilch, the additive identity; 2. The

most feared mark at the end of an

assignment— unless preceded by

10; 3. the number of following def-

initions in this dictionary!
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January 22, 1991

Last Wednesday, January 16, 1991, war
broke out in the Persian Gulf. Midnight on
Tuesday, January — the UN deadline for Iraqi

troops to pull out of Kuwait — had come and
gone. Air attacks on Baghdad began the first

American war within our lifetimes. The
following night, January 1 7, at least 7 Iraqi

SCUD missiles hit targets in Tel Aviv and
Haifa. Casualties were low, but the taste of

the word "war” was strong in our mouths. We
will not easily forget what we were doing on
those three dates or in the times that now
follow. We gathered at peace vigils, huddled
around television sets, attended troop support
rallies, and sent cards to soldiers. What will

we be doing soon? We cannot see into the

future to plot the course of events. But we
watch and wait, hoping for the best for

everyone involved in the war.
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At Your Service
Work service and community service are essential parts of

the NCSSM experience. Most students would reject admis-

sion if these student utilization programs were not offered,

NOT! From preparing cats with Mrs. Link in the Biology de-

partment to graphing statistics for the Communications office,

students found work service a new experience. Volunteer

work in public libraries, Scouting, and trips to Brazil were a

few things that awaited community service students, who
found out a little about the real world and a lot about them-

selves.

Uh, Oh! POP QUIZ!

Multiple Choice

Work service is a student "job" that

is:

A) frustrating

Bl educational

C) horrifying

D| fun

E| all of the above

True/False

Community service can include the

following:

assisting in hospitals

diving for dollars

preventing facial blemishes

working with non-profit or-

ganizations

imitating the Three Stooges

being a museum guide

Though these NCSSM programs were sometimes not the

most anticipated, eventually an ordinary "job” became ser-

vice with a smile.

1 -800-4|ABBAR! the hotline for the Principal's Office.

Admissions envelope stuffer, Ennicia Sykes. The lunch trays move in for the kill.
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With a smile, Janna Cloninger volunteers at a soup kitchen.
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Life's Rich

Tim Clayton and Dawn Dillon enjoy a totally wholesome meal during that

adventurous Campus Life camping trip.

235 pounds? Push it, push it . . ROOAARR! Gorillaman Arvind growls as he
pumps the iron.

Kirk (ohnston, the proud mascot, brandishes his ace of spades.
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Tapestry

Creeping counselors, Batman!
Roger Messier grows the Devil's

horns as the bat balloon flies

alongside.

The ravenous return of tiTe invis-

ible man . . .

?

loe Hensley finds a more emotionally uplifting

use for the recycling bins
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ON CAMPUS

DANCES
INTERVIZ

INVITATIONALS
P> ifon remtnber?

Are you supposed to do that at Interviz, Thar

T-Shirt Signing Dance
Labor Day Dance
Square Dancing

Hall Theme Dance
Post Break Dance
Halloween Dance

Petition Signing Dance
Holiday Dance

2nd Semester Seniors Dance
Alternative Dance
Round Dancing

Spirit Week Dance
Valentine’s Dance
Little German Band

40's Dance
Beach Party

PROM 1991

VIkick foMt didUl Yfcit?

BEALL

BRYAN

2E, 2W
3E, 3W
4E, 4W

G, 1, 2 C

1, 2 D

G, 1. 2 E

Aren’t you glad you used Dial?

The premiere of Darice and the Six Legs.

HILL

HUNT
REYNOLDS



C.\imb a tew exVra

sVeps Cor lofs of Pun
-r^ jJT

T" laird 'Beall Open House.

9-10m
Friday (V«h ^

We're all photogenic. Didn't you notice?

Stop tickling me!

Now how do I move my head without waking him up?

Yes, guys. That's scary enough for Halloween.
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DATE

DESI^MATioH
PHoNE

<il CoM-
Y6y-
fihcB

TIME Or(A»/P*)

, „ Ex pro
i-OY.Mtj, puttwm (Urw

SflBCiAL

Siort c >
50 «

§s 9
A. «2 ~n

876/90 tAcnforsh, p aJone-L Van U -30 '0 Jo
T/S/t'D Pf.cm vt.CkVS sw ZOCfifi IWtiN
io/ic/qc 7 Hi STfftt l'f-0 a fa-** Pec
ii/u/qo Jc/h vy 3CKr?-

U/i2Jio tMcctxlv s -SW/y ('ip.4 UcxfM iStM O

£ & ^ ~0
Or w o> Cr.

'h
-
1 ^

M

«/>/sl dial# / OOCf/i) mcfH
llrvYir’y pdfrWs car 3crr/v \7- PfA

above left: Brian Nichols and Scott Self search for

The invitational movie, above right: Decisions, deci-

sions. "What perfume do you suggest?" ask Mike
[ones and Manan Shah, right: Lindon Hayes, Ter-

rence Bethea, Young Yu, Shamit Sarangi, Thurman
Hamlet, and Mike Tsai experience centrifugal force

as they spin around on the carousel

Swan Swan Hummingbird
Hurrah we re allfree now
What noisy cats are we!

— REM
Wishing like a mountain

Thinking like the sea

How it is to feel

Absolutely free.

— Poi Dog Pondering



left: NCSSM students Scott Gardner, )an Borgersen,

Michelle Prysby, Katherine Skinner, Andy Rowe, and
Jason Cooke display their not unusual spirit, below:

Krys Brown pretends not to notice as Randy lacinto

tries on a pairof black pumps. Dianne Keen buysout
the Limited.

left: Amy Lowery, Heather Parsons, and Rozana Car-

ducci snack on some real food at the food gallery in

Northgate. above-. Ben Ha peruses the magazine
rack looking for interesting . .

.

Ill
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1 the jKSSM Yearbook Staff, sincerely regret that we cannot

node highlights from all our spring activities. (The final

udline is just too darned early!) to compensate, we decided to

a? some pictures of what we anticipate you will see from the

orth of jVlarch until the first of June. Remember fun with

rnds after six hours in the lab during Special projects Week

;1I2 April 1991), bringing up a car for the prom (11 jViay

11), waiting in line for the puke presentation at College pay

1 jViay 1991), tears shed at the Slide Show (31 jViay 1991),

lining dark blue cap and gown for Graduation (1 June 1991).

Gerri Baer, Jon (aWert, Stacy Marsh,

and Carol jVkponald operate on mascot

Kirk Johnston under the watchful eye of

5?W sponsor Bob the Skeleton.
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Below: Sam Larson from above
Right: Afternoon. fjre. drill!?!. . .

Above: Cheryl McKay rides in style on
her tractor.

Right: Amy Sydell, Tina Evans, and )ay

Blanton prepare to rock away the eve-
ning.



;• Below: Brian Sauls performs 2 spectacular feats at once — academics and velcro

[perfection.

[Above-. )oe Hensley and (oe Liles strike an awkward pose for the camera.
Left: The three wise men. Above-. Danica Williams defies gravity.



MASTER ARTISTS AT WORK — Students Erica

Garner, Blythe Dyson, and Laura Poole busily

model clay projects during art

A SIDE VIEW — Claire Holland works under the

sun at an unusual angle.

1 16

"Hey! What's so funny back there!” josh
Humphreys and Julie Ellis savor an afternoon
of sunshine on the steps of Hill.

"Yo fames, what's with the
hat?”





Is it Class or a Tea Party?

Who ever thought up this crazy

schedule? A different class every

morning? Although great for tar-

dies (who could make it to every

8:00 on time?), it was easy to go to

the wrong class while still in the

dazed state of just-awakening. As

a junior, second quarter arrived

before you could go to class with-

out having to think. Even teach-

ers would forget when each class

met.

At regular public schools, one

class followed the same way
every day. Nobody was confused,

and the days were orderly, log-

ical, and predictable.

On the other side of the glass,

though, who wants it?

We live for confusion, puzzles,

and disorder. We can put off

homework if class doesn’t meet
the next day. Our fine schedule

allows us sleep-ins, mega-
lunches, and early afternoons.

Liberated from the confines of 55

minutes a day, 5 days a week,

teachers are able to expand our

opportunities, and be creative in

teaching.

Among second-semester juniors,

there is a fine art to planning

ideal free-periods for the slack-

est senior year. Balancing sleep-

ins and shorter days with more
choice in classes, juniors antici-

pate the freedom of their senior

year.

'Slack seniors' coast through their

minimum five classes and revel

in reduced stress and more time

to concentrate on work. Even
though no classes would be ideal,

this schedule will do. At times it

feels like you’re in the middle of

the Mad Hatter's Tea Party, but

you always find yourself on top of

it all.

NCSSM CLASS SCHEDULE 1990-1991
NAME__ SEM

MON TUES ~ WED THUR FRI
|

a: OG-a: 45
2

a: 00-a: 45
g

a: 00-8: 45
^ 8: 00-8: 43

2
3: 00-8: 45

|2
a; 50-9: 35

|

a: 50-9: 35
0

8: 50-9: 35
2

a: 50-9: 35
^

8: 50-9: 35

-j 9: 40-10: 25
q

9: 40-10: 25
^

9:40-10:25
2

9: 40-10: 25
0

9: 40-10: 25

a 10: 30-11: 15
I

8
i

1

1

-j 10: 30-11: 15
g

10: 30-11: 15
/j

10:30-11:15
g

10: 30-11: 15 •

Sjgs|SjS5ES : 5=5

—— bbs: sags a

-TLT - r r.' - n.irrzxsi

-4—
- 5

- J— , EE— =g

jg
l: 40-2: 25

2 1: 40-2: 25
a

40-£ as
i g

l: 40-2: 25

10
2:30-3:15

'

2
2: 25-3: 10

L
g

2; 2S~ 3: 10

L
2

2: 25-3: 10

L

~j 2: 30-3: 15

#LUNCH/LAB/CLrtSSmeetinqs
LUNCH l 1 : 15am— 1 :OOpm
HEN r OftSHIP is scheduled far :

riJES-lL, 2,2L, WED-7, a, 8L, TIHUR-3

1

, b , 61.



Do yoi4 ever Ask . . .

Who does live behind dial door in Ground Reynolds hallway?

How many oral warnings have you gotten for noise violations?

Is 42 ihe answer to Life, the Universe, and Everything?

Why does the mailbox above me always gel more

Whal do R.A.s do in the office until 3:00 a.m.?

When do you ever finish all of your homework?

How many times have you gone to North Gate?

Are fractals as wonderful as they say?

Witt anyone care what your GPA was?

What exactly are the school colors?

Why don’t we have a live mascot?

How does 8:00 come so early?

How many pizzas did / order?

Will / ever get through this class?

How lucky am I to be here?

letters?



tax

Machine

•JIM HIL\S0X,,);j
Can you imagine a worid without

ermit 7 Kids cannot. He is certainly our

puppet heritage



ALL SMITHSONIAN

MUSEUMS AEE
CLOSED TODAY

%r, r . I jr-'



BEA LL
1ST BEALL

Shannon )ones, Maria Hailey, Sirena
Hargrove, Tasha Johnson, Paul Breck,

Amy Sydell, Lydia-Anne Bouknight,
Crystal Kaenzig, Shana Herron, Beth
Bumgarner, Elizabeth Dennis, Stacy
Marsh, Bunnie Williams, Celeste
Belville, Amy Horton, Meenakshi
Swaminathan, Jean Choi, Suzanne
Garvett, Lindsay Breck (RA), Paula

Sutton, Teresa Lee, Tonya Hewett,
Soh Ra Chung, Christine Kidd,

Kristine Hinesley, Korie Sill, Julie

James, Lisa Rowell, Chi Chi Eni,

Kimberley Clemons.

2ND BEALL
Saunya Amos, Kitchawa Roulac, Emily
Kear, Latarsha Chambers, Nikki

Forney, Tracey Clay, Wanda Tugman,
Stacy Ebron, Michal Burton, Carolyn
van der Bogert, Allyson Norris,

Heather Jennings (RA), Margaret
Cross, Emily Money, Lynne Dalton,

Marcela Musgrove, LeeAnn Reynolds,
Holly Marquardt, Alka Dev, Kim
Dolan, Cece Branan, Tori Ligon,

Barbara Watson, (in Yi Kwon, Janet

Ko, Radhika Murty, Tina Evans,

Lauren Wilcox, Jenny Cox, Crystal

German, Jennifer Richards.

3RD BEALL
Sue-Jin McCoy, Mary Kiesau, Krystal

Brown, Katherine Skinner, Artura
Goods, Michelle Prysby, Melissa
Amato, Jennifer Neale, Kerry
Anderson, Christina Wilson, Mary Pat
Campbell, Kimber Brumbaugh,
Chevonya Ealey, Tracia Chmielewski,
Audrey Williams, LeShawndra Price,

Nikki Rogers, Dana Chavis, Terensia
Hamlett, Ennicia Sykes, Nancy
McGee, Scarlette Tweed, Jennifer
King, Ashley Gable, Rachel Ferguson,
Ruffin Phillips, Keisha Maynard,
Catherine Collingwood, Yalaunda
Thomas.
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BRYAN
2ND BRYAN

Matthew Carle, David Young, Alan
Krakauer, Michael Aumer, Michael
Freeze, Grant Stevens, Mohit
Kasibhatla, David Paschal, Vince
Moua, Ethan Clauset, Shawn Sewell,

Andy Rowe, Derrick Purcell, Todd
Parrish, Owen Bugge, Andy Pope,
Gamaliel Massenburg, )ason Cooke,
Arvind Mohanram, |ason Katz, Brian

Gardner, Roddesie Patillo, Robert
Easterling, )ohn Patty, Alan Metcalf,

Greg Allen, Gerald Beattie, |an

Borgersen, Kenneth Harrell.

HHH

3RD BRYAN
Thomas Hall, Timothy Marschali,

Brian Marks, Marshall (ones, Ron
Davis, George Bridgers, Han Feung,
Ron Batcho, Daniel Aldrich, Jeremy
Hardison, Charles Coble, Wayne
Williams, Forrest Yount, Greg Guffey,

Sean Chavis, Michael Simon, Peter
Chanas, Aaron Taff, Tom Cornwell,

Garrick Purdie, Brian Anderson,
Christopher Peterson, Glenn
Simmonds, Justin Preyer, Dominick
Kee, lack Lawrence.

4TH BRYAN
Andre Bennett, Krishna Kishor,Michel

Sin, Randy Jacinto, Sergio Miranda,
Keith Saunders, Kristopher Preacher,

Michael Marcelais, Nathan Wilkes,

Allen Olmstead, Ty Warren, Charles

Kerekanich, Scott Starin, Ryan
Wigley, Bradford McKesson, Andrew
Lankford, Clemont Lewis, Jeffery

Mastin, Srinath Vadlamani, John
McCorquodale, Marc Kiviniemi,

Dimos Katsis, Benjamin Soule, Jim

Tobacco, Jonathan Crouse, David
Griffin, Derek Welch, Ben Huneycutt.
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j&C'Scf Reynolds 4M)b,£r<nddi>

dnd CherJ's feUj

1STC, 2ND C, ISTD
Christy Fowler, Alexandra Rhetts,

Cheryl McKay, Tarsha Ellis, Christy

Shi, Margaret Pettit, |enny Hinson,

Erin Kuniholm, Kim Wagoner, Lien

Beamon, Katharine Ray, Harjot K.

Singh, Sarah Soutter, Imani

Shahid-El, Simone Heumayer,
Michelle Strain, Angie Denison, Zoe
Hartley, Blythe Dyson, Meghan
Lafferty, Kathy Dy, Mary Ford, Neeta
Nahta, Ebony Lloyd, Krissy

Dramstad, Shea Dickerson, Laura

Poole, Katharine Fuller, Andrea
Brinn, Dennesha Sherrill, Addy
Robinson (RA).

1ST E, 2ND E, 2ND D
Theresa Lynn, Karen Brothers, Lena
Horsley, Julia Kim, Lori Wittlin, Anna
Lee, Gargi Talukder, Chrislyn King,

Anne Lincoln, Jane Wrenn, Julie Cheu,
Beth Crawford, Shubie Saksena,
Ashley Reiter, Talya Somerville,

Grace Chen, Aileen Chang, Megan
lackson, Tonya Terry, jasmin Bynum,
Cherryl Aldave, Alexandria
Thompson, Brenda Dashner (RA),

Nicole Radziwill, Angela Frungilio,

Kristi Williams, Gerri Baer, Amy
Raudenbush, Connie Nobles, Susan
Covington, Dedra Eatmon, Nia Banks,

II Barker.

GROUND C, GROUND E

Jo Peterson, Jenny Graham, Ryn
Nasser, Nancy Edwards, Danica
Williams, Joeletta Patrick, Erika

Petersen, Cynthia Knight, Johanna
Price, Christine Muth, Angela C.

Younger, Kimberly Cannon, April

Mitchell, Becky Csordas, Christine
Moritz, Susan Bramley, Amy Wilson,
Connette McMahon, Kate Beam,
LaToya Brown, Sharon Chow, Arisa

Kusumi, Paige Black, Regina
Clemmons, Tonya Davis, Maria Kerr,

Heather Guptill, Meredith Lawrence,
Heather Blake, Anna Faye Stewart,
Vanessa Wood.

JHiw ly

f f 1
* *

r 1 H

\
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Hitt House
1ST HILL

Julie Drigot, Kelly Harrington, Susan
Greene, Crystal Crater, Kelly

Hendrick, Sheri Chmielewski, Jill

Barrett, Laura Gilbert, Claudia
Gonzalez, Sharon Walton, Sarah
Robbins, Monaca Wiggers, Penny
Patel, Lori Elliot, Corea Bergenser,
Holly Hatcher, Dianne Keen, Nakia
Brown, Christy Culler, Kelly Tsai,

Jennifer Hubbard, Lisa Jenkins, Amy
Vanderclute, Kristen Kolinski,

Suzanne Brauer, Gina Hayes,
Michelle Masser, Yolanda Anderson,
Ursula Ware, Vanessa Venable.

2ND NORTH
Stephanie McLellan, Beth Putnam,
Holly Stallings, Kristen Hutchings,

Mary Herring, Kristen Chester, Erin

Eaker, Amber Radachovsky, Sonya
Garner, Amy Lowery, Michelle Taylor,

Claire Holland, Erica Iordan, Doodle
Cowan, Erica Gardner, Kelly Goss,
Mary Lynn King, Danielle DeFant,
Kristine Johnson, Tiffany Barnes,

LeeAnne Littleton, Rose Caldwell,

Donna Jennings.

r'i

y I ‘ A fif 2ND EAST
Lisa Lyons, Jann Foushee, Julie Ellis,

Jodie Gupton, Cressent Hudson,
Janna Cloninger, Amy Rose, Claudia

Newman, Rozana Carducci, Brooke
McRae, Hannah Arps, Kris Baker,

Katherine Meyers, Heather Parsons,

Patricia Berry, Liz Shapere.
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Hunt Residence

Hall
2ND EAST

Robert Girardin, Christopher Karlof,

Charles Wright, Christopher Cox,

Hunter Tart, John Woodell, Randal

Wilson, |ohn Kelly, Steven Pescatore,

Donald Tipton, Thomas Ricks,

Matthew Welsh, lames Manning,
Andrew Watson, Scott Shelton,

Nathan Lockwood, Eric Plaksin, Carl

Larsen, Christopher Farmer, )amie

Raulerson, Timothy Perkins,

Christopher Reuther, Sean Heavey
IRA), Thomas Terrell, Clayton

Reynolds, Stuart Allen, Ridgely

Banks, William Davis, Derek Brown.

3RD EAST
Brad Allison, Scott Miller, Toby
Eshelman, Pete Carrubba, Dave
Hamilton, )ason Martin, Charles
Parker, Brian Warren, Ben Ha, Aram
Alexanian, |ohn Mathew, Jeffrey

Mishak, Chris Brown, Rudy Killian,

Brian Clark, Chris Haggins, Wu-Chien
long, Chad Futrell, Kevin Gainey,
George Kang, Tiffu Verghese, Tejan
Hichkad, Thomas Owens, Erik Troan,
William Hipps, Frank Rodriquez,
Joseph Reams, Ryan Bookout, Grant
Warren.

4TH EAST
|o Hague, John Lauve, Roland Leak,
William Kim, Jin Park, Ed Blackman,
Max Mitchell, Jeffrey Huang, )ason
Parker, Preston Snee, Manan Shah,
Jeff Martin, Brian Nichols, Nathan
Gaddis, Jason Clemmons, Rupal
Shah, Stephen Dale, Chris Locey,
Mike Jones, Young Yu, TC Bethea,
Jonathan James, Jabbar Bennett,
Maurice Dobson.
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1ST WEST
John Dervin, Scott Westbrook, Rob
Gardner, Mark Overcash, Scott Love,

Kirk johnston, Thi Bui, Pete Paschall,

Dan Hirschman, lay Blanton, Mike

Thomas, Jonathan Calvert, Maurice

Barnes, Jamie King, Brian Moffit, Rad

Donaldson, Josh Humphreys, Thad
Reece, Chris Weld, Alexis Sockwell,

DT, Theo Kingsberry, Will Autry,

James Banner.

2ND WEST
Benjamin Huang, Spencer Mar, Brian Sauls,

Ravindra Bissram, Randy Austin, Christopher

Chao, Christopher Marshall, Adam Majewski,

Thomas Lawing, Thurman Hamlet, George

Lewis, William Cochran, Brian Caveness, |ohn

Oakley, Christopher Hahn, Tripp Howell,

Adrian Schecter, Taylor Hinshaw, Paul

Fortenberry, Brian Fricks, lason Copland,

Michael Browning, Scott Self, Tyler Buckner,

lames Thompson, Rick lohnson IRA), Warren

Neaves.

3RD WEST
Kevin Pierce, Mike Dodds, |eremy

Dilbeck, Alan Back, Stearns Heinzen,

Tim Tucker, Tony Yoder, Jonathan

Proctor, Chris Boggs, Walter

Moreadith, Andy Kercher, Justin Cole,

John Blackman, Ernie Elkins, Brent

Neal, )oe Hensley, Dan Schudel,

Chris Gillette, Rob Brannon, Jason

Roth, Kwame Manley, Jason Renk,

lason Boyd (RA), Jonathan Magid,

Ben Maynor, Gabe DeBacker, Rhett

Brown, Albin Hwang, Darius Russell,

Dwayne Need.

4TH WEST
Brett Goldstein, Josh Franklin,

Derrick Gaines, Micheal Robinson,
Nathan Dunning, Christian Barnes,
Matthew Barker, James Smith, Jason
Lia, Daniel Rose, Eric Mayo, Ryan
Locklear, Jason Kendelhardt, Greg
Werner, Ashley Pak, Kevin Jaget, John
Gjertsen, Sam Larson, Daniel Hill,

Derek Hales, Faisal Bukhari, Casey
Roberts, Mike Tsai, Lindon Hayes,
Pete McHugh, Jeffrey Peters, lay

Stewart, Kelly Lowder.
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1 99 1 Odyssey Staff

Special Thanks
Special thanks to NCSSM Parents Fund

contributors

Senior class photo and soccer team photc

by |oe Liles

Photos, bottom, p. 22, bottom, p. 27, and

bottom, p. 33 courtesy of the

Multi-Media Assembly

Community service photos, p. 105,

courtesy of students

Table of contents published by Triangle

Graphics

Class pictures by Bob Boyd Photography,

Durham, NC
1991 Odyssey is published by Hunter

Publishing, a division of lostens,

Winston-Salem, NC

Editor: Theresa Lynn

Photo Editor: Jonathan Calvert

Layout Editor: )an Borgersen

Copy Editor: Julia Kim

Staff: Gerri Baer, Jason Cooke, Susan

Covington, Katherine Fuller, Megan

lackson, Harjot Singh

Photographers: Dave Hamilton, Dianne

Keen, Alan Krakauer, Kwame Manley,

Stacy Marsh, Carolynn McDonald

Artist: Heather Blake

Advisor: Addy Robinson

— Who is Maius Opus and why did he move?

— You mean EVERYTHING’S due this deadline?

— We can't have a WAR . . . it's not on the ladder !

— Oops\ There go the club pictures.

— What deadline?

— What is that repulsive thing on the wall?

— What? The Yearbook picture again?

— What? The Yearbook picture again?

— What? The Yearbook picture again?

— Somebody pruned the vine.

— Yo\

Generic Thanks
The 1991 NCSSM Odyssey staff would

like to extend their wholehearted

thanks through the looking glass to all

those unnamed characters who have

helped make this year the greatest.

Thanks to: Sandy for use of her SAB
room, her White-Out, her scissors, the

copier, and everything else even during

those late-nighters before the

deadlines; Theresa for slapping the rest

of us around; Sean for taking us to

Greensboro and baking us cookies;

Addy for the chips and donuts; caffeine

for . .

.
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well, you know; the typewriter for its

cheerful hum; the croppers for their

right angles; the photographs for

needing captions; TWM for lunch; Hi-C

for the punch; Nestle for the crunch;

and Kellogg’s for the crackle and pop-,

George Bush for helping us meet ALL

those deadlines, yearbook and

otherwise; Dan Quayle for his constant

support; General Schwarzkopf for

seeing us through; Margaret Thatcher

for showing us how to exit gracefully;

NO thanks to Saddam Hussein; but

thanks to the White Knight, the White

Rabbit, the Unicorn, Bart, Homer,

Marge, Hobbes, Opus, Maya the Bee,

and all our other friends this side of the

looking glass; and finally, Lewis Carroll

and Alice!
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"
'Well, now that we HAVE seen each other/ said the Unicorn, 'If you'll

believe in me, I’ll believe in you. Is that a bargain?'
”
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There is nothing more to say

that can be said here and now,

by one person. The rest, the

most important part of it all, is

being said every day by every

one of us — spoken in class,

yelled down the breezeway,

announced at an assembly,

whispered in the dark of a

sleepy dorm room. Listen

closely, watch carefully. Only a

very small part of these years

and these buildings can be
caught between the covers of a

144-page book. The rest is you.

The voices that echo through

your memory will take you by
surprise. In the breeze you will

suddenly feel the touch of a

familiar hand. A flicker of light

and shadow in the looking glass

will reveal a face you once knew
well. Believe in us. We will

never really leave you.
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" 'When / use a

word ... it

means

just what I choose

it to mean —
neither more nor

less.’
”
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'The sum was shining on the sea,

Shining with ait its might:’



And this was odd, because it

ike middle of the night.
’



•
5
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You won't make yourself a bii

reader by crying.’












